The Francis Richard Scobee Story
Assembled by Jerry Gin
On January 28, 1986, the day of the Challenger explosion, Jeanne Love had
spontaneously channeled Christa McAuliffe in a very distraught state. In the days and
months that followed, the other astronauts also came through Jeanne as the channel.
Usually present in most sessions were Jeanne, Tom Love (her husband, a physicist),
and Sam White.
Usually multiple astronauts were channeled at any given session. For ease of reading,
each astronaut’s individual transcripts are combined to give that astronaut’s coherent
story as it evolved over the months. In some sessions, Regina Ochoa, friend of Jeanne,
also conducted channeling sessions with the astronauts. The transcripts of all the
channeling sessions have been assembled in chronological order.
Below are the transcripts from astronaut Commander Francis Richard (Dick) Scobee.
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Jan 29th, 1986, 9:30 PM Adrian, Michigan
Channeling Dick Scobee with Jeanne Love, Tom Love and Sam White present.
Dick:
I do remember what happened.
Tom & Sam:
And who are you?
Dick:
Richard Scobee.
Tom:
Hello Richard.
Sam:
You were up with Mike Smith?
Dick:
Yeah, but don't tell me about it. They already said, "Don't bring it up. Don't bring it up!”
Tom:
Don't talk Sam.
Dick:
You don't listen very well, do you Mr. White? I'm sorry... I'm just really uh... upset. I'll be
better. I've been listening. I've been watching. It's just that, you know... I'm feeling better
just being in this lady's body. I just heard a report that they're going to take me away and
teach me something. I know we blew up. I know I'm in Michigan and that I don't have a
body ‘cause I've been listening. And I know you guys are psychics. And the dog scares
me when I don't have a body.
Tom:
You don't like dogs?
Dick:
No, I love dogs. But I'm relating to them differently you know what I mean, ‘cause I don't
have a body and everything is very strange.
Tom:
Well, they can't bite you. Ha, ha, ha.
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Dick:
No, no! I'm just telling you, ‘cause I saw Judy jump. I was watching. They let me watch.
She didn't see me, and uh... I…
Tom:
So you've already heard, "The Kitty's Up!"
Dick:
There's more to it, but I think we're all a little bit disoriented.
Tom:
Oh! I can believe that.
Dick:
Um, they tell me that we're gonna make a difference.
Tom:
I hope so.
Dick:
And I don't know how the hell we're gonna do it, but I don't want to die for nothing.
Tom:
I admire that and I hope, uh, it's true. I don't know how it's gonna happen either, but
there's a greater intelligence ruling this universe than I have between my ears.
Dick:
I sure feel it's a waste.
Tom:
Nothing is wasted.
Dick:
I haven't seen that yet. I'll have to take your word for it. I appreciate whatever it is you're
doing and I don't understand it, but I am told that you guys are doing something I
haven't found out.
Tom:
Sometimes I don't understand it either.
Dick:
I want to come back when I, uh... can talk without being so uptight.
Tom:
OK, So you've already made contact with some teachers?
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Dick:
Someone here called Norm.
Tom:
Yeah, he's a very good friend of ours.
Dick:
And, uh, I have some relatives here.
Tom:
OK. So you're in good hands.
Dick:
And there's a Susie Snowball.
Tom:
Snowball, yeah. She's a very good friend of quite some time ago.
Dick:
And there's a Helene French.
Tom:
Yeah, that's a very dear friend of my wife's...
Dick:
That lady has her ____ together. And there's a Lester?
Tom:
Oh yeah. Oh! He's a very good friend.
Dick:
And a James Cables.
Tom:
Yeah, that's the father of the psychic.
Dick:
No, it's an older man.
Tom:
The grandfather then.
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Dick:
Yeah, and a Jason.
Tom:
Jason Jason?
Dick:
Young boy.
Tom:
Uh hum, that's my son.
Dick:
And, aa, God, why, why am I knowing all these people?
Tom:
Umm, you tune in. It's telepathy; you don't need vocal chords to communicate.
Dick:
Who's that? I'm seeing your whole damn family.
Tom:
The whole family, huh? OK.
Dick:
Poppa Matt.
Tom:
That's my grandfather.
Dick:
And a woman that goes with him.
Tom:
Yeah, my grandmother, Nancy.
Dick:
And, uh, someone that belongs to your wife's brother, Stell...Stella?
Tom:
Umm, OK.
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Dick:
Her brother's gonna die soon, isn't he? Gee, I'm sorry. Why should I be sorry? Ha, ha,
ha.
Tom:
Her brother, Jeanne's brother, yeah, he probably will. He has cancer.
Dick:
What am I doing here telling you all this? I'm supposed to be some Commander
somewhere doing something.
Tom:
Well, you know it's...
Dick:
I'm changing! Look at my body!
Tom:
You've got a new mission.

Sam:
You're using the body of a medium.
Dick:
No, no, my body, my body's changing. It's not a woman's body. It's mine, I'm changing I
mean it's...
Tom:
It is what you visualize.
Dick:
I have a Roman toga on.
Tom:
OK. What you're remembering now is your past lives.
Dick:
I knew your wife.
Tom:
You did?
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Dick:
Yeah, she was a seer, and we went to her all the time.
Tom:
Oh! Very good, you really learned a lot then.
Dick:
I learned something. I don't waste time. I went to her all the time. And your friend told
her about me, that I would talk to her. What was her name? Queenee or….
Tom:
Regina.
Dick:
Regina. Well!
Sam:
You've been doing a lot, haven't you? Since this happened you've been remembering all
this?
Dick:
Just happened, just now. I just kind of lost my barriers of bitterness. John Lennon!
Tom:
Yeah, he comes around quite often.
Dick:
He's got Christa with him.
Tom:
Oh good, they were talking to us last night. (turning head)
Dick:
Hi Christa, hi! She doesn't recognize me because I'm so relaxed.
Tom:
No, no, take off your toga. Take off your toga.
Dick:
Oh no, I want to keep it on. It feels good.
Tom:
Tell her who you are.
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Dick:
Your wife is relaxing me. I sound just like her. I guess I would, using her body. How
come you guys don't do this?
Sam:
Get in her body?
Dick:
No, no why don't you let me speak through you? Why do I have to speak through a
woman?
Sam:
Because she has the ability and I don't. I'm new to this.
Dick:
I love this. This is wonderful!
Sam:
At least we can hear you. I'm learning to shut up and listen.
Dick:
Ha, ha, ha.
Sam:
I haven't been very sensitive to your needs and I keep forgetting that that's not Jeanne,
that's you in her and what happened and I tend to probe and don't mean to.
Dick:
Hey! We're all new at this.
Tom:
We're trying to help you adjust to where you are at.
Dick:
Are you getting married, Sam?
Sam:
No, what makes you say that?
Dick:
I see a girl.
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Sam:
Spirit?
Tom:
No, no, in the physical.
Sam:
Where?
Tom:
Don't worry about it yet.
Sam:
Describe her.
Dick:
Listen man; I'm new at this, all right?
Tom:
He's giving his first reading now.
Dick:
God! I don't even know who the hell I am anymore, but I sure like it over here. It's nice,
but what about... I don't have memories of the Earth for some reason.
Tom:
Well, oftentimes that's blocked off for a while, while you adjust; think about it. You know,
a lot of times when you get over there you find that the life you just lived is not the one
you want to identify with.
Dick:
My wife really misses me.
Tom:
Yeah, the whole nation does.
Dick:
Yeah, and the teenagers, um, they're more than teenagers now... That's the dog again?
Tom:
Uh huh... her fleas.
Sam:
I'll put her downstairs.
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Tom:
No, that's OK.
Dick:
I don't mind. I just want to identify the situation so I can deal with it.
Sam:
You know, we're near Detroit and you remember where we are.
Dick:
You know what, can I tell you something? I said I didn't want to go back but... there was
an angel outside my window.
Sam:
Which window?
Dick:
Shuttle... You know when the damned thing blew up I landed in that angel's arms... God!
...angels all over that sky!
Tom & Sam:
Hmmm.
Dick:
I know that the public would think that this is absolutely the most bizarre thing in the
world, but God we've got to get it through to them.
Tom:
Um hmm. How?
Sam:
They don't believe things like this, you know.
Dick:
There's gonna be a plan; we'll think of it, we'll work it out. We'll be in contact. If there is
this network of individuals on the other side of this dimension, then we'll be able to put it
all together and come up with some kind of game plan that's gonna work and be
effective.
Tom:
If there could be so much communication from you guys that the media couldn't ignore
it, then we could get something going.
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Sam:
We have to explore the inner dimension before we explore the outer dimension of
space.
Tom:
You know I'm a scientist, my degree is in physics; I was a pilot in the Air Force during
Viet Nam.
Dick:
And you lost a friend.
Tom:
Yep, several. There were nine guys on a plane that went down. I knew one of them very
well and two of them fairly well.
Dick:
You haven't gotten over that.
Tom:
In many ways you're right.
Dick:
Why don't you let yourself go?
Tom:
It's easier said than done, sometimes.
Dick:
You're talking to one who has real control in the physical body. That was me, Mr Cool.
What a sham! I'm certainly not acting like that. I can't even believe how outspoken I am
tonight. It is night, isn't it?
Tom:
Yeah, you've adjusted very well.
Sam:
It's 10:30.
Dick:
It's 10:30; you guys have to go to work in the morning?
Tom:
Yep!
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Dick:
Hey, I really appreciate this.
Tom:
Well, Richard, we really appreciate you coming by. I hope you can again. You've
adjusted so phenomenally.
Sam:
Everybody else was pretty scared, especially the women of course...and then…
Dick:
What a male chauvinist remark!
Tom:
What a male chauvinist remark!
Dick:
We're supposed to be getting through this male chauvinist problem by our space
exploration. Ha, ha, ha.
Tom:
"The women of course." God, I can't believe what's coming out of you!
Sam:
Do I say bad things?
Dick:
Don't be so hard on this young man. He's really growing. I can feel his vibration racing
around. I'm a lot of your wife, I'm feeling…um, such a mesh with her energies that it's…
I'm having a hard time distinguishing where I am and where she is. Does that happen?
Tom:
Yeah, just the way you two have to make connections in order for us to hear you speak.
Dick:
I'd like to hear her sing sometime.
Tom:
Well, come to church with us on Sunday...all seven of you.
Dick:
Well, I really don't know what to say, really. I'd really like to come back if it's alright with
you folks. And uh...tell your wife to just chuck all this blowup stuff out the window. Don't
let it bother her. And uh, if I need you, can I call on you guys?
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Tom:
Um hm.
Dick:
Where is that God anyway?
Tom:
Hmmm.
Dick
Where is that God?
Tom:
Do you have a mirror around?
Dick:
Why?
Tom:
All of us are God. God is a pronoun.
Dick:
OK...I'm not gonna argue.
Dick:
No Jesus?
Tom:
All that it is: you are divine.
Dick:
Is there a Jesus? I mean I saw angels all over the place.
Tom:
Oh, there is a Jesus, but you're just as divine as he is.
Dick:
Oh, I have slipped the surly bonds.
Tom:
And danced the sky on laughter's silvered wings.
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Sam:
You know, Dick, you can go visit your loved ones. Sometimes at night you can
communicate with them when they leave their bodies.
Dick:
Do I have to ask anybody or can I set that up?
Tom:
Spirit guides.
Dick:
Norman says he'll handle it.
Tom:
OK, there are people who are better equipped to handle it than you.
Dick:
Lester has a message for you. Can I tell you about it?
Tom:
Sure, sure.
Dick:
He has folks in Indiana. He just wants to give you all a big hug and kiss. He remembers
Sam.
Sam:
Lester, I don't know Lester, I'm sorry.
Dick:
That's all right; they'll tell you who he is.
Sam:
OK.
Dick:
Lester's just real...peaceful. They're all real peaceful and I really thank them so much for
helping me to calm down and not be so upset. And I'm sorry I was so terse at the
beginning. I just was very disoriented.
Tom:
If you're feeling it in your way as much as we are feeling it in ours…
Dick:
I really know I have to go, but something feels so good, that I just…
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Sam:
Eternity is life after. I've had several incarnations.
Dick:
We've lived before?
Sam:
Oh yeah, many times. We just don't remember it. If living life was just in one body it
wouldn't make much sense. If immortality is untrue, then it really doesn't matter if
anything else is true or not.

Dick:
It's true. Now you're speaking up some good words.
Sam:
Even though you may not remember this again, the spirit world, you were born again.
Dick:
That's what born again means!
Sam:
The thing is, you know now…there is eternity.
Dick:
Who's that little gentleman with you Sam?
Sam:
He's a Buddhist.
Dick:
He looks like he's some kind of an Oriental.
Sam:
He's my spirit guide. I practice Buddhism. I chant to a scroll. It enlightens me and he
guides me.
Dick:
Can I, uh, can I learn about Buddhism? It's always interested me. Hang around you
when you chant or…
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Sam:
Certainly. Golly, I didn't mean to turn you off in the first place. If I had read the damn
newspaper I wouldn't have asked you those questions. I'm sorry. Gosh! Buddhism is
designed to overcome the suffering. Buddhism was derived to make people happy. It
says that life has four terrible things. There's birth, death...
Dick:
Tell me about it.
Sam:
...old age and maturity. Birth which almost kills us, by the time we learn and mature
we're old and decrepit, and then we die... if you're not killed in an accident.
Dick:
Ha, ha, ha.
Sam:
The meaning in Buddhism is to overcome this unhappiness of lifetime after lifetime. In
the kind of Buddhism I practice, you eradicate and get rid of all the bad karma from your
past lives so you attain a Buddhahood or complete enlightenment in this lifetime by
chanting and praying. It's becoming more and more popular; their center is in L.A.
Dick:
Tina Turner, yeah. I like Tina Turner.
Sam:
But yes, you can join me anytime you want.
Dick:
Umm, another thing, the Thunderbirds?
Tom:
Uh huh?
Sam:
What are they?
Dick:
They're here.
Tom:
The Air Force flight team. The entire fleet.
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Dick:
I knew a couple of them and one of them was a pretty good friend of mine. That really
brings an incredible warm feeling to my heart ‘cause, can you understand? To know that
they weren't really lost.
Sam:
The good thing is here you are a family of seven. You can stick together and support
each other in this new rebirth just like you did starting this mission training together.
You've got a new family with you now.
Tom:
Your mission, should you decide to accept it.
Dick:
Jim Phelps. I used to watch that all the time, how did you know that?
Tom:
This one's impossible. It's supposed to lead to the enlightenment of the Earth. This
spiritual rebirth.
Dick:
I wish I could speak to President Regan.

Sam:
What would you tell him? Would you like us to write him a letter and tell him that we
spoke to you in a séance? In our Judeo-Christian culture we don't believe it. This spirit.
Tom:
The Air Force retired me because I talked to psychiatrists about things like this. I'm
certified nuts.
Sam:
Tell us what you think about Ronald Regan? If you're not getting too tired.
Dick:
Ronald Regan is a good man. He's a good, good man and he honestly believes in what
he does; that he makes some good decisions. The office of the President has outgrown
the capacity for one man to possibly oversee everything. So what you have is someone
who's a good puppet. What else can I say?
Sam:
You sounded like you were disgusted with him at first.
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Dick:
I like the man. He' a very warm, affectionate, loving, compassionate human being, but
he's only doing what he can do. How in the world can we expect one man to oversee
the bureaucratic offices that we've established? And NASA alone. The politics and back
stabbing to scrape for money for a special product is...is somebody touching me?
Tom:
I don't think so.
Dick:
There's somebody touching me.
Tom:
Somebody in the spirit, eh?
Dick:
Can you identify who they are so I don't get so rattled? The medium is rattled. It's
Christa.
Sam:
Does she want to come through?
Dick:
I don't know if I can take the intensity of her vibration. Can you ask her to move back?
Tom:
Sure, we just did.
Sam:
I'm surprised at your stamina.
Dick:
Oh, it's nothing for me. It's this woman.
Sam:
She's something else.
Dick:
I guess that's why she' so big. Um...I want to talk to Christa for a minute. Can I talk to
Christa in your wife's body?
Tom:
Sure, you don't need a body to talk to her.
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Dick:
I want Christa to...she's making the medium feel uncomfortable ‘cause she's so strong
and I know she doesn't mean to and Regina. Regina's very strong in here. OK. I'm
feeling better. I have to go now.
Sam:
I think she wants to talk. I thank you for spending so much time with us and you come
again, OK?
Dick:
Thank you.
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March 9, 1986:
Sunday, 4 PM, Unity Church, Toledo
Dick:
My name is Commander Francis Richard Scobee and I'm, ha ha, scared and I wish you
could feel her heartbeat. I think that this is probably newer for me than it is for you. And
yes, I do sound like Jeanne but I tell you I'm not.
I've done this a couple of times now and so far it's not getting any easier. But then
again, squeezing myself into a cockpit was not easy for a while, either. But then the thrill
overcame the fear. I want to say a few words on behalf of the crew tonight. And I hope I
can do this without getting too emotional. But, uh, coming here is very special to all of
us because of the way you treated us, (sigh) the Sunday after our accident.
And particularly to you Wallace Tooke, who a... it was one hell of a memorial service!
May be hard for you to believe, but I know that you felt us there and we surely were. It
was a very enlightening experience and as El [Ellison] said to me later on, "I couldn't tell
if I was in a body or out of a body, because it was such a wonderful feeling!"
And after the trauma that we had been through, those last six days, five days, your
warmth and your love as a group of caring individuals was more than we can recount.
We all agreed that we wanted to say ‘Thank you’ and a deep, deep sense of
appreciation.
My only regret is that my family and the families of those of us who are now considered
the "dearly departed" couldn't be part of this fine, fine experience. I didn't understand it
as much then as I'm beginning to now, and we've gone through some real crash course
lessons. But we're doing better and we really, really do appreciate what's going on.
Jeanne's kind of put everything in a nutshell for you, and uh, I'm not a real good talker
unless you ask questions, so I think that's the best way to start it. Tom, since you're kind
of familiar with this, I'll kind of let you guys just go for it and see what we can do.
Tom:
Anyone have any questions?
Dick:
Don't be shy.
Question (one of the attendees):
Did the… flight experience, all the training and so on and so forth — do you feel that it
was a worthwhile endeavor?
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Dick:
In terms of my whole life? I wouldn't take any of it away. I wouldn't take any of it away.
It's who I was, and who I still am and it was me. It's still a very large part of me. And I
enjoyed it a hell of a lot... I really did. A regret that all of us had was that we didn't bother
to take more time for ourselves, internally.
Umm, you know we were programed in a scientific field, a military background, at least
some of us were, and that didn't really have room for a deep inner quest of God. And
umm, I can only speak for myself now, but umm, it's been a real trauma for me since I
didn't. 'Cause I was totally unprepared.
But the first night that I talked through Jeanne I started having these uh, flashes of
myself intuitively, I guess you might say, in other parts of me... other lives which I still
don't know how I feel about. Whether I want to feel myself, you know, as a Roman or a
Greek or a cowboy even... I haven't fully accepted that part. But I can see where it's a
good strong possibility and I would like to think that there is continuity to our… to our
lives and our living. Does that answer your question?
Question:
Yes. May I ask another one?
Dick:
Oh! Sure.
Question:
Do you feel that we have learned, scientifically that we have learned anything from this
experience and the things that are reported on television at this time? Are they
accurate?
Dick:
As far as the accident with the shuttle is concerned, do you feel that's... Are you asking
if that's scientifically recorded accurately, is that what?
Questioner:
Yes.
Dick:
I'll tell you from the way we are right now. Jarvis had said that he wasn't going to go
haunt the panels of NASA and their headhunters. He didn't want to be involved with all
of that because he had so much personally to adjust to himself. I think that really goes
for all of us. We've had...
People asked us in Charleston where we were. You know, where were we? We
laughingly said, "Well, we're in a higher astral vibration," which was funny for us
because those were all new terms for us. The point of it is even though we were in this
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place, where we're adjusting to our lives as they are now, we're still very much around
Jeanne and Tom and her family because of our association with her, so we frequent the
television set. We do frequent the radio.
We hear more than we see. It's like a veil. We still have a strong connection to the home
and the things around, but it's hard to describe. It's like we're real and they're not — or
you're not real and we are now because of where we are in perspective. I think it’s fair
to say that it’s a pretty accurate understanding although there's something that still
haunts Jarvis and me too about the main engines. I really haven't looked into it enough
to, umm, get a perspective on it. Maybe we should, but we're kind of letting them take
care of it. We didn't know that much about it when we flew the damn thing.
We knew what was right in front of us and we trusted them to glue all the pieces
together. We took their word for it. We couldn't possibly know that machine inside and
out. We just knew our part and that's why we teasingly referred to Christa as the pushy
one, because she didn't want to know everything and was more insistent on certain
explanations of things. The technical stuff was interesting to her but she trusted us, but
other parts of the mission and the flight she was really interested in and we said, "No!”
Pushy isn't a fair word. Insistent perhaps.
So, you know the things that disturb us are the headhunters that are going through right
now. People getting chopped left and right from their positions. Any political
organization. And NASA is a political organization, the Pentagon is a political
organization. Any organization like that is going to have a lot of icky stuff in it.
And the program, we didn't have much to do with the funding of it, but the people
wanted it to get funded and they would do anything and all things to get there. And we
kind of had blinders on and most of the astronauts did. We didn't want to know what the
right and left hand were doing. We just wanted to go up there in that little silly thing and
spin around the Earth, and so consequently we paid attention to things we needed too.
I'll tell you this though, and this has been said before, that Mike and I knew there was
something wrong. And as Chuck Yeager says in his book, "You don't think about saying
anything on the radio. You just keep going and hoping you're not seeing it." Like the guy
who put the airplane into the Potomac, the river in Washington, with too much ice on its
wings. He kept prayin’ that baby up, and it wasn't going to go. And even though we were
moving, it was all within a very short amount of time. You could sense very quickly on
that it wasn't responding like it should. But what are you going to do? You know you
can't do a thing about it and you deny it. Does that help you any?
Questioner:
Certainly! From your viewpoint now, having experienced this side and that side, should
we support and stand up for the space program?
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Dick:
Well, my personal feeling at this point that... Well, there's two parts to me right now. Part
of me says, "Get the hell out of there." Another part says, "No, we've got to keep going."
But I think what it comes down to is — and this is the philosophical question that I
haven't fully digested yet. Sam had talked on a tape earlier about how we think of God
in heaven out there and here we're sending the astronauts out into heaven and there's
no God. So, where is God? God is inside and that's what you people say. That's what
you people live by and manifest and I haven't gotten to knowing my God inside yet. So,
anything I would say is down the road from me.
I can certainly see that we have to re-evaluate the program because we're certainly
doing it, I think, maybe for the wrong reasons. The unfortunate thing is that you've got
money and you've got desire and the only way to fund that desire is to play the political
games for the money. And you have to screw all the safety elements involved.
Although, NASA has had a fine, fine record. The cosmonauts have not done nearly as
well as NASA has and it's a dangerous business, but we love it. They asked us in
Charleston, "Why are we doing this?" Hell man, we love to fly! We love the thrill of this
experience and needless to say, we don't really care how dangerous it is for ourselves
although maybe we really should. But if we were to think about it, we would never put
our foot into the cockpit of an airplane.
So these are all questions that I think each person is going to have to individually deal
with. They're showing me — and when I say "they" I mean the angels, the guides, the
teachers, that have been with us since this has happened — not too much ahead of
what's going on now. I think that Jeanne and Sam and Tom have a better feeling of our
future than we do right now. Because we get, pardon my pun, we get blown away. We
have to take this one step at a time.
I guess they asked Smith about believing in past lives. Oh! It was Ron they asked if he
believed in past lives and he said, "Man! My past life was seeing the shuttle blow up in
front of my eyes."
So, you know we're really adjusting to this and we're not always going to be in this
pattern. We're getting further and further along. We don't see our families too much
because of the trauma for us and the trauma for them. We're visualizing ourselves
growing and healing. They tell us that we'll be able to incorporate more memory as we
gel; more disengaged from it so it doesn't traumatize us so much.
Question:
Are there any other ways for you to communicate with us other than through
mediumship?
Dick:
We don't have enough skill right now to do anything else. This has been a one-lady
show. Although she's encouraged us to go elsewhere, we don't want to step out of the
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house, man! This is a mind blower! You have to realize, you know! Take a typical
Christian who goes to church on Christmas and Easter, if he's not flying, and, you know,
put him in a woman's body and say, "Talk." You know, to you folks it's phenomenal
enough but just think of how it is for us!
Question:
Were there guides there for you immediately? Did you see that white light that we heard
so much about?
Dick:
Let me tell you about my... There's an oversoul. From what I understand you people
know about oversouls. I just thought it was like overshoes that you put on to keep your
shoes from getting wet! But this oversoul is a guy named Jack. He insulted Jeanne in
Charleston when he came through with a Southern accent. He's a real smart-ass. And I
know she doesn't like me swearing but that's the way I am. But he's got a wonderful
sense of the divine because he never lets us take ourselves too seriously.
And for me, personally, when the thing blew up I was very disoriented for a time. I didn't
seem to have too much consciousness. I heard the screaming. I saw things. Then all of
a sudden, there were these angels. All these angels floating in the sky and one of them
just picked me up, you know. I wasn't in my body or anything anymore, but I thought it
was my body. I mean all these crazy things are going on in your head because, my
Lord, here you've blown up and just too many thoughts to put into file. It's just too big.
But there were these angels and I just melted into this consciousness of peace and then
I don't remember anything until I was in Jeanne's living room and they said, "There's a
telephone. Go talk into it and we'll do the rest." And I was real angry when it finally all
came to me what had happened. It shows on the tapes. I was Mr. Cool, always, and Mr.
Controlled.
I mean you couldn't get to be commander of a space shuttle if you didn't have that kind
of calmness about you. That strength. I don't know if it was calm. It was just belligerent,
steel nerves. And when I first came through I was just really, really angry and I was very
terse. I've changed a lot since then, I hope. But then I relaxed and all of a sudden I
started connecting and I started to see the people in Jeanne's family and Tom's family
and I said, "My God! What am I seeing all this for?" It was a phenomenal thing! All of a
sudden I didn't have my space suit on. I had a toga on.
And I said, "What is this?" and Tom said, "Your body's changing." And I said, "No,
there's a toga on me." and he said, "Well, take it off if you don't like it on." I said, "I want
to keep it on. It feels good." So for some reason for me that was my image. But not all
the others had an image of angels. I did. You'll have to ask them what they saw.
But the crux of the thing with Jack is that at the end of the first transmission that was
taped... I believe it was... Jack said... Somebody asked him who was responsible for the
angels and he said, "Hell, we really did it up right, didn't we?" And the other night — I
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didn't speak through Jeanne Friday night but Jarvis did and Mike Smith did — and we
were seeing something we hadn't seen before and that was before that shuttle even got
off the ground it was surrounded.
Now that we know what to look for — angels, guides, teachers — which we didn't know
before, didn't recognize; now that we know what to look for, we went back in our mind
and all of a sudden the place was surrounded. They tell us it's our destiny. I don't
understand that yet but I'm beginning to accept it.
I believe one of the ladies in the church here had done our astrological charts and found
us all tied in together. Definitely we feel like we are all tied together and I mean that in a
positive way because it's a wonderful group of people. Anyway, one more question and
then we're going to let somebody else talk ‘cause they're all waiting to come through. So
does anybody else have another question before I leave?
Question:
Have you completed this Earth life's training or was this an unplanned accident or was
this a planned termination?
Dick:
That's what I was just saying. They said that it was our destiny to go. They say 'cause
Jarvis was scrubbed from two other flights to make way for the politicians he had to get
on this flight. That's why he was scrubbed twice. I don't know that I understand that. I'm
accepting that more and more. But you know it's really hard to go through something
like this and...
First of all, it's hard not to know anything about life after death. Then to have an
experience that suddenly you're not in a body anymore, and somebody tells you that
you chose this, think of how you'd feel, ha, ha. Well you know what on you! Don't tell me
I wanted to be ripped away in the prime of my life from my family and all that was glory
for me. But that's again, I understand, my personality. I'm just beginning to learn that we
are more than just a personality... that there is something deeper within us moving us
through life.
So as far as it being planned? I don't know if it was planned, but everybody saw it when
they saw those angels. We didn't see the angels when we walked on the orbiter but
when we looked back on it Friday night at Tom and Jeanne's house we were seeing a
different perspective of it. So, somehow, somewhere, someone had made a decision.
Jeanne tells people and she tells me over and over again that people make a choice to
die, whether they're conscious of it or not. Like I said, I don't know that I fully understand
that.
Question:
They say that if your consciousness is right, you won't be in the wrong place at the
wrong time. How did the seven people involved happen to get all linked together in a
group as such?
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Dick:
Well, as John Lennon would say, "It's all karma." And we're just beginning to understand
a lot of cause and effect. Somehow we had a debt to pay, something we had to do. We
don't know yet the full history of it. I think that Jeanne can probably look into our karmic
backgrounds more easily than I could right now. She does that all the time. I think that if
I got out of her way she would say "Oh yeah! There's this life, this life and this life
because…" I saw her do it in Charleston to the people she gave readings to.
I do feel that there is something that we have to contribute. At first, I was so mad! Both
Mike and I said that we didn't want to die for nothing. We want to make something of
this. There's got to be a plan. There's got to be a way to let people know that we do go
on living. You know the hardest thing for us was that awful memorial service in Houston.
It was just painfully sad because we were standing right there looking at our families
and they couldn't feel us... except they did feel us. They felt us in terms of loss rather
than the reality that our bodies were gone. That's why the memorial service was so
refreshing here, because Wallace, in all of his blessed wisdom, felt our presence and
talked about "The invisible Essence." And there we were saying, "Yes... we're here."
He's going, "They're here" and we're going... Oh, I can't tell you enough! But you know
questions of destiny and such... What Jeanne has said, and I don't know if I accept it or
not, is that... we had things in the group we needed to do. We needed to come together
to do it. If we had had the consciousness that you folks had about our God-self, we
probably wouldn't have gotten into the space program and therefore we wouldn't have
been able to fulfill the destiny the way we had subconsciously chosen to. That's how
she explains it.
So, in other words, we were not really supposed to be conscious of our destiny on the
level of spiritual awareness because we wouldn't have gotten to the point that we got to.
In other words, we wouldn’t have been so militarily oriented. We wouldn't have wanted
to be so crazy as to get into these teeny-weeny jets and do funny things, you know... so
that's why...
But then there's a broader spectrum because people have been so devastated. And
Christa has a lot to do with that. If she hadn't been on that flight, I think people would
have been really upset but not nearly as much. She put new life into us being together.
She's really been the catalyst for us in a lot of respects, although she doesn't like to take
any credit. But she really has. She's the only un-programmed individual. I mean she
only had a taste of NASA for a couple of months, not like us who have been in some
kind of military program for years and years and years. So she still had a — ha, ha, ha
— cleaner vision than we did or do.
I don't know if that answers too much of the question but it's the best I could do for you
right now.
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Unanimous:
Thank you.
Dick:
Well, there's lots more coming, so... I don't know who is going to be next, but more than
likely it'll be one of those pretty ladies coming in, you know, so... Good night you all. It
was… it was really wonderful. I'm not quite as nervous. I feel better and I really thank
you for letting me stand up here and talk. Thank you very much.
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April 20, 1986: Sunday, Dick Scobee
Dick:
This is Richard.
Tom and Sam:
Good Evening, Richard!
Dick:
Nam-Myoho-Renge-Kyo. I'm getting pretty good at it, aren't I?
Sam:
Do you know what it means?
Dick:
Something about karma and life.
Sam:
It's fusing your life with the law of karma. The last word is Kyo which means rhythm. And
you keep growing and unfolding. Whether you're on this side or that side, you're still
affected by it.
Dick:
Well, it's helped me quite a bit brother. I want to thank you.
I have kind of an ugly duty tonight. And I hope you'll bear with us. We're all here tonight,
plus many others. I really thank you for allowing us to fill your living room. We have
some more information that we would like transmitted. We'd hoped to do it in front of a
larger group. But at this point in time we'll take it any way we can. And I understand that
it's not always easy to pull everyone together. We do understand that. And perhaps this
is the way it's supposed to be. 'Cause it seems that the most pertinent information
comes through in a smaller group… I think we're more relaxed.
Anyway, (pause) (sigh) Jeanne's such a nice person, but I kind of have to push her out
of the way sometimes. Now she's... when I get into her consciousness we meld so
easily that I have to distinguish — sigh — I am having a hard time tonight, aren't I?
Don't know why I always get stuck doing this. Guess it’s because I still want to feel I'm
Commander or something. I'm in charge of what I'm not sure anymore, but it seems to
me that I'm still accepting that role.
Tom:
You're the Leader.
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Dick:
(laughter) I've hardly been the Leader.
Sam:
Sometimes you try too hard.
Dick:
Well, no, there's stuff that we need to get through tonight and I'm just getting myself
ready for the roller coaster ride, if you know what I mean. Umm — do you guys have a
sense of what I'm coming to tell you? Why don't you ask me a question? Do you know, I
always do so much better under the pressure of the routine I've been most accustomed
to. If that's OK, why don't you go ahead, Tom?
Tom:
You said you had some more information. Is it about your experiences then after the
accident?
Dick:
No, it's more of before.
Tom:
Before? Your personal life?
Dick:
No, I'm talking still about the space flight but just before it... during and after I guess you
might say, that whole twenty-four hour period. (sigh) It's not that it's been a hidden part
of our personalities or consciousness. It’s…
Tom:
Some of you have misapprehensions about flying?
Dick:
I don't think that’s a fair assessment, really. I think that we were pretty cloudy as to
how... how really dangerous… I mean, there's always a risk, an element of danger in a
space flight. We all knew that. We all knew that there was probably more on this one.
'Cause we've had such a good record and time was running out 'cause of all the
superstitious crud that goes on. (sigh)
A lot was kept from us. I think what I'm really getting to say to you guys is that we didn't
know how much was kept from us until after we died. Your wife was picking up, very
rightfully so, a lot of our anger and bitterness. I know that we have to get through it. We
don't try to talk it or deny it away anymore. We know that it's part of our growth to be
able to come in touch with it.
I guess that's why we're really here tonight... to go on record as saying that (sigh) that
as evidential as all this information is becoming, we all wish to hell we didn't have to do
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this! We wish to hell that we had gone up and done our five day stint, six day, whatever
the hell it was... I don't even know now... and came home.
Tom:
We wish you had too.
Dick:
I said before I was a little sorry about all the nit-picking that went: on with NASA. I've
changed my tune. Because we have been shown more than you have been shown in
the last seventy-two hours.
Sam:
Is that what you wanted to present tonight?
Dick:
Well, I want to get through the emotional nature of it first, Sam. I tell you it's like... I'm
like a time bomb right now and I got to get some steam off.
Sam:
Like when I was talking about the guy who had the experience out of his body and he
came back... your enthusiasm changed because you remembered.
Dick:
I want so desperately for people who had known me to sit… I dare them to sit across
the table from Jeanne! And look me in the eye!
Sam:
I'm sure that’s all yet to come.
Dick:
The purpose being is... I don't know... the satisfaction that God Damn it! ... That tape
recorder on? I want to make sure that...
Tom and Sam:
It sure is!
Dick:
That, God damn it… they played with us! We were political toys.
Sam:
Did you see "Capricorn One" the movie?
Dick:
Oh, hell yes!
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Sam:
It's kind of like that.
Dick:
Worse, it's far worse. It's not as Mickey Mouse as that. It's not as simple as staging.
This is representative of a whole fucking consciousness. Pardon me. She says pardon
me; I say fucking. They played with us. We allowed it. I've learned enough in the last
three months to know we allowed it ‘cause our egos were so hungry to go up into
space. That we were ready to do it at the cost of our lives. That's pure idiocy. I mean I'm
not going to take that away from what I've decided. And the decisions I've made leading
up to my life.
If I had to give my life to get this point across, fine. But I don't want it to stop after a year
of research and a nice little piece of paper comes out and says, well, it's those stupid
little O-rings. BULL SHIT! O-rings, schmo rings. It's everything that's led up to this. It's
the whole mentality. The whole crazy idea. Here we are shooting at Gaddafi. Why don't
we stop playing games in other countries and start dealing with our own crap? We sure
have plenty of it.
Tom:
Don't you realize that it's a smoke screen so people won't pay attention to our own
crap?
Dick:
I know, I know. Well, I'm saying... and I'm going on record. And I said I dare any of those
guys to sit across from Jeanne. I may not be able to give them intimate details of their
livelihood like I used to know. But ENOUGH of me remains that I can shake my fist at
them and say, "You tell me I'm not who I say I am! You tell me I don't exist! And you tell
me I don't remember the HELL we went through dropping down through space!" You
guys all said “Oh, you all died instantly." Bull shit!
We're remembering much more of it than we'd like to. But I guess we needed to, didn't
we? To get angry. Because for a while there, we were feeling really weak in the knees
about coming through you guys and about pushing this out. And we were thinking,
"Well, we've done the initial amount of it, let's just move on our way." That's what we
were thinking. We didn't want to say that, but Jeanne could feel us moving away. And
now that this stuff has come out with NASA again, God damn it, it's just sparked the hell
out of us! And Christa's sitting back there laughing on her can saying she can't believe
how we're fired up. She was getting a little distressed.
Tom:
You're professionals and you expected everybody else in the program to behave that
way.
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Dick:
You're damn right! They played with us. And they played with the other people. They've
played with many of us. Why the hell the thing didn't blow up the first time it went into
space is more than I can understand. You can't tell me there hasn't been guidance and
protection to keep us from ourselves! And it was inevitable that sooner or later some
people had to go and I guess all of us subconsciously said, "All right, we'll do it! We'll
go." Jarvis feels two ways about this. He got scrubbed twice, right? Imagine how he
feels. But then he kind of consoles himself with, "Well I guess I'm a chosen one!" But it
is bittersweet.
Sam:
Well, if anybody's going to do it, it is going to be you and Smith — a couple of Tauruses.
Dick:
Our Bulls are going. Our horns are going.
Sam:
By the way, today is Hitler's birthday. He was a Taurus, too.
Dick:
Isn't it wonderful great minds travel in the same dirty channels?
Sam:
I'm just saying greatly determined... you're determined. I know you're determined.
Dick:
Well, I hear from Jeanne talking. Both of you have a little Taurus in your charts. It's good
for everyone.
Tom:
At least mine's rising, not sinking. (laughter)
Dick:
What it boils down to is this: we're committed! We're committed to our work on this side,
whether it's through you or through you and others. However, we have kind of taken a
vow amongst ourselves with the help of our teachers who have been very, very
supportive, to not forget this, to not say, "Well, we transmitted information for the first
three months. We got that." And then go on our merry way and do other things. Forget
about it. You know it would be all too easy and all too tempting to forget about it. It's
painful. It's damn painful. Every time somebody asks us a question and the memory
comes back... it's very, very agonizing.
But I seem to have an ability to communicate through this medium. And if Joe Schmoe
could sit in that chair and feel my agony, he’d realize it's not her playing tricks. It's my
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agony and I've come back to let them know and project it. Maybe they'll think twice
about letting someone politically run all over them.
We'll start thinking for ourselves and making decisions. I'm not scared about us making
crazy decisions. We've already done that. When people realize that they need to be
responsible for their lives, their decisions will get a lot better. I am speaking for myself.
But I'm also speaking for a group of people who are hungry to make their lives and their
time here count. I'm glad I guess I have that stubborn nature within me.
Tom:
I'm glad you do, too.
Sam:
Venting your wrath will keep you going.
Dick:
Well, knowing how I've changed my emotional nature the last three months, I may wake
up tomorrow morning feeling very idiotic.
Sam:
No.
Dick:
But you are good friends and you listen and you understand and you know. And I guess
that's why I had to say it to you. Or perhaps I wouldn't have said it so vehemently to a
group, a larger group of people. Maybe I would have in Charleston. I really like those
people there. People are nice in Toledo. Like you say, they are a lot more reserved. But
we're here and we're learning. It… it's not a pretty memory. Not so much what we went
through as what our families went through. Right now that haunts me more than my own
demise. It haunts me to think that my ego was so out of touch with myself that I was
willing to put myself in jeopardy and forget the commitment I had made earlier to my
family.
Now, granted we're supposed to be thinking that this is all in Divine Order, but right now
what's pertinent to my situation is me, Dick Scobee, who had a family. But I was so
hung up on my own needs for glory that I allowed myself to be put into a highly
experimental program. And I allowed myself to not listen to what I was hearing inside of
me. I overrode it. The override potential in me was so strong. Perhaps that was the way
it was supposed to be. Obviously it has happened. I can't do anything about it.
But think of how many other people in this world listen to their ego so strongly that they
forget the real reason for their being here and their real responsibilities and their real
commitments because the ego says, "Oh, you want to be glorified. You want to be
recognized. You want to be elite." I'm speaking for myself. My friends will have to speak
for themselves.
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I can see that all of us here at this table have gone through it and that's what makes us
understanding people, listening people, reasonable people. We weren't always that way.
And we've had to have some incredible experience to knock us down to size. You could
say that ours was a real Big Bang experience. I get sick to my stomach when I think
about that compartment rocking back and forth. Jeanne's felt me several times in the
last seventy-two hours. I've been around her so strongly and there's this sick feeling in
the pit of my stomach when I remember it.
I don't want people to feel regret. I want them to wake up. There's a difference. I don't
want this information to come through and make people feel sorry for themselves or
sorry for us or our families. That's not the point of this communication. It's to wake
people up. And I think that I may be damn frustrated along the way but I'm going to work
at it and work at it and work at it.
Tom:
I think the message is enough to awaken the dead! (laughter)
Dick:
I'm not in the mood tonight, Mr. Love.
Tom:
I'm sorry about that.
Dick:
Anyway — that's my message. I came in to piss, to moan and to re-commit myself to
the high energy of progress that you feel so committed to.
Sam:
This could lead to the enlightenment of the world. That's what Tom said the first or
second night.
Dick:
Well, let's hope some people wake up, but it doesn't have to be all of them.
Sam:
Look at it in a selfish respect. It will be a better world for you to come back to next time.
Dick:
I'm sure the hell not going to be an astronaut! (laughter)
Tom:
Well, hell isn't sure, so maybe you will be.
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Dick:
I think I'll be a nurse or a doctor or a CPA or something.
Tom:
Maybe by that time travel to the moon will be a Pan Am flight.
Dick:
2001
Sam:
They'll have flying saucers, anti-gravity devices where there's no volatile fuel involved.
Dick:
How about if we just think ourselves there? It's much nicer that way. Let's just think
ourselves where we need to be. It's much better. I can't wait to get on the other planets.
Sam:
By the way, there's going to be an ellipse of the moon in a couple of days.
Tom:
Eclipse.
Sam:
Eclipse?
Tom:
You said ellipse.
Dick:
Ellipse here are good for kissing but I don't get much work out of them anymore
(laughter while pointing to Jeanne's lips). I really appreciate Jeanne's writing a letter and
I think it's going to be a good one. I know she won't get it out tomorrow morning at nine
but... within the week. You know I can't fire her! (laughter) I got to take what she gives
me and I appreciate every bit of it. I really do... What's that?
Tom and Sam:
Siren.
Dick:
It gives me the "willies." It really does. (said very quietly) There's a strong sense of
memory coming into me right now. No pun intended, flooding my consciousness. Don't
really want to look at it. I still am not to the point where I want to expose myself any
more than I have to or suffer any more than I already have. I realize it's an emotional
thing. I have the choice to say... I have one helluva guide over here. Norm has been
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SUPER. He has stuck with me. He has sat up with me night after night explaining things
to me. Helping me to remember.
We've traveled a lot. He's taken me to lots of different places where we can have
mountain top experiences, be by ourselves and think and talk. He said to me, "You
make sure you tell Jeanne that I didn't realize how much those guys knew when I knew
them." And he said, "I really underestimated them!" And he says, "I think I'm kind of glad
I did, otherwise I wouldn't have been able to handle how much I could have learned."
He said, "I had to come over to do it." But he knows an awful lot! Well...
Sam:
Can I ask you one more question?
Dick:
Sure, go ahead, Sam.
Sam:
How do you think, knowing June the way you do, how do you think she's going... how
will she respond to the letter Jeanne's writing to Houston?
Dick:
You know, I've asked that question of myself about a million times. And it may just be
wishful thinking. I'm so personally attached to it. I don't know. It's something that as long
as I've been married to that lovely lady… I don't know. I don't know how I would react if
she was to go and come back and say, "Here I am." I know that June has felt my
presence. I know that she has. And she admits to it because I hear her say my name. I
know she feels me. But how willing she is to have somebody else tell her that I have
communicated is another story.
Tom:
It's a matter of personal knowledge versus public knowledge, too. I mean it's a matter of
what you’re willing to confess perhaps having done to your best friend in confidence.
But you wouldn't want the world to know about it.
Dick:
Well, I respect you all. I know that you're very discreet. And I know that what goes into a
public book would be fitting for the public. I trust you implicitly. I'm really putting myself
on the line with you here, but I do. And then, I don't tell you everything, either. (laughter)
Tom:
You have to realize that... Well, today one of the people at church was saying why don't
you go with the National Enquirer about this.
Dick:
(laughter) Oh, God, I'd leave you in two seconds flat!
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Tom:
I know! I know that. I know that! I don't want it to go there. But he was serious about it.
Dick:
Who was it? Or would you rather not say?
Tom:
Oh, what's his name? I can't remember... Virg.
Dick:
Oh, dear.
Tom:
Well, he was saying that one of the ladies of the church there had cast the seven
horoscopes and they all showed that they would die a violent death. And I hesitate to
believe that, because you look at a… a dozen people look at the same seven charts
and I don't believe that they would all come to the same conclusion. If somebody had
done that astrologically before this happened, I would be impressed.
Dick:
Well, the thing with June is that...
Tom:
That wasn't June.
Dick:
No, no. I'm talking about my wife.
Tom:
Oh, your wife. I'm sorry. There was a June down there at the church, too.
Dick:
Oh, she feels my presence and I mentioned the thing about the soup and sandwiches to
Jeanne. We lived off of a lot of soup... a lot of lettuce and tomato sandwiches. Put that
in the letter, Jeanne. A lot of lettuce and tomato sandwiches on the cheapest white
crappy bread you could get. And we moved and you know we had the typical furniture
made out of orange crates and you know, every young couple does when they're
starting out, and I wanted to achieve a lot and I went to school a lot.
Once things turned around for us, they turned around very nicely and rather quickly. A
lot of hand-me-down clothes for the kids, which in my times was looked down upon that
you couldn't provide for your family. Now it's the thing. That just shows you the
difference in culture in a few short years’ time span. We had an old jalopy of a car and it
was the ugliest brown car you'd ever seen in your life. But it got us there. That old thing
was near and dear to our hearts. When we finally had to give it up, 'cause it just
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wouldn't move anymore, we felt like having it bronzed. You know — building a
monument in our backyard as a reminder of whence we've come.
You know we lived simply enough that when things did improve we respected where we
came from. We knew that to get where we wanted to go we had to be willing to give
something up for a while. My lady is able to make a mansion out of match sticks.
Fortunately, she's kind of forgotten that a little bit as far as she doesn't need to do that
anymore.
But she's always been very good managing things — managing me. Helping me
through the rough times when I would get really down and I would get overworked and
tired as I often did. No matter how rotten she felt she was always there for me. I could
never stray. I had lots of friends who did stray from their wives. I remained loyal to that
woman in every way possible. How she feels about me, I hope it's the same way. She's
been with me too much and for too long. And I just never ever thought about having
anybody else in my life.
I have a hard time now thinking about her and her youth still perhaps desiring being with
someone else. I'm afraid I hold on to her more than I should. But she's meant so much
to me. She stood by me and she's been loyal in more ways than I can name. And she
took a buffer when we were attacked for various reasons from family members or
conditions or if we did things that seemed to be a little less than the traditional pathway.
There were times when we weren't well supported, emotionally or mentally... people we
knew, decisions we had made. But she supported me, trusting my judgment.
Sometimes it was real good. Sometimes it was real bad.
Tom:
Isn't it that way with everybody?

Dick:
Yeah. She could have left. She could have gone off. She could have thrown it back up in
my face. She never did. She never did. That was the uniqueness of that woman. But
there were plenty of times for her to have thrown junk in my face about who and what I
am. And how I've been. She perhaps swallowed it, I don't know. That's what concerns
me now because she was so good and loyal to me. And I'm gone.
All those years of helping me to go and to be and to achieve and now I'm gone. She
was really looking forward to those years in the twilight of our lives together. I've kind of
taken those away from her. I know her well enough to know she'll put this memory aside
but she'll never let go of it. It will be with her till the day she dies... (pause and long sigh)
That's why it's gotta work.
Tom:
It will work! It's a chain reaction. In any generation you can only touch so many people.
But you hope that those people touch the next generation. It's like Jeanne showed me a
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passage in this book I bought today. We don’t have a civilization. It's a bunch of
barbarians facing each other off for the moment. But we have planted the seeds of a
civilization. We can hope that a few generations of those seeds grow. We can't expect
to change the world with what we're doing. But we can plant the seeds for that
change… (pause) I thank you for doing that.
Dick:
Thank you. (spoken in a whisper, crying and visibly upset)
Tom:
Love you.
Sam:
Love you too, Dick.
Tom:
And we’ll be with you. So stick with us; we’ll stick with you.
Dick:
Can I ask you to do something?
Tom:
Sure.
Dick:
Can you guys touch me for a minute? (crying)
Tom:
The Christa experience. (Christa always holds hands with those she's closest to while
talking with Jeanne. For the most part none of the others, except for Judy, occasionally,
would want to touch or be touched.) It's meaningful... It really is.
Sam:
I'll be back. I want you to feel something for a second. (Sam leaves the table and comes
back with a toy replica of the shuttle that one of the children had just gotten. Sam put it
into Dick's hand.) Put out your hand and feel that.
Dick:
Oh God! (crying and very distressed he threw it on the floor)
Tom:
Why did you do that Sam?
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Sam:
I'm sorry.
Dick:
I guess it just shows we all have a lot to learn, don't we Sam? (long pause) Good night.
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May 17, 1986 (Saturday, 3 PM):
Dick:
Well, this is Dick, but I'm not going to stay very long.
Male Voice:
Hi Dick... (unintelligible)
Dick:
(Laughs) Gave myself a new name. Ah... I just hear your kids stirring up there and
Christa's going up there and patting their little tummies so they'll sleep a little longer, but
I think she wakes everybody up. She doesn't put anybody to sleep.
Tom:
If they come down, I'll go up with them...
Dick:
Oh, that's all right. Anything I can say can wait ‘til Sunday night, or whatever. That was
quite a story, wasn't it?
Tom:
Yeah, it was. I think, ah... it was very interesting, and I can hardly wait for the public to
find out about it.
Dick:
Being a person who is very prone to having hardcore proof in front of me, I already
know a lot of people are going to think it's crazy. I really would like to be able to give you
guys more specific details, and we're going to work on it... more names of people within
the group that you would not know... trying to give you some information that would be
somewhat verifiable. Although Jack promises us that a lot of information that we say will
eventually come out, but it will be held back purposely. Now this is off the record, I hope.
But it would be held back purposely, so that our information would come through first.
Tom:
Yeah. That's really needed. I mean you realize that we need something in this book
that's only confirmed later, just as evidence of what's going on... because... um... you
know, the public is very skeptical. And many of the things that you guys told us we've
read about maybe a few days later, a week later, a month later, but ah, the ah, the
confirmed skeptic when they read these transcripts is, "Oh, they just went back and
post-dated it, of course. They read this stuff and said that the astronauts had said it a
month ago."
And so we need something real as evidence. And the higher intelligences that are
guiding this... I mean, there's been far too much happened for it not to have been
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guided by some higher intelligence. And, you know, it's their game, and I'm just loving
being in this play and I'd like to meet the director someday.

Dick:
So would I.
Tom:
I have to get up and go. The dog's barking and the kids will be up...
Dick:
Alright. We'll see you Tom.
Tom:
You keep on talking. I'll hear the tapes later...
Dick:
Okay. Well, um... I don't have too much more, Sam, to add to what Greg said, he did it
so eloquently. He's a kick in the ass, I'll tell ya.
Sam:
He really is a stickler for detail, isn't he?
Dick:
He works very, very hard, uh... which is good, because he knows that if this is going to
be received he's gotta give stuff that's not only pertinent and appropriate, but that can
be somehow proved. And, uh... a lot of stuff that's going to give you guys credit is the
family stuff that we've given that has not been published.
And when that comes to the family, and that comes that's provable and it's nothing that
you have gotten anywhere, that's going to be one of the biggest steps in really making
people sit up and take notice that we are who we say we are.
And there's going to be a lot of people who are going to be totally angry and reject all
this, and I think I probably would have been one of them. There's so much prejudice
against this kind of communication. But that's alright. We're going to keep on doing this
because it will have its influence later on. I do want to say a couple of things though.
And I want to say things appropriate to the flight recorder, and what took place, for me. I
was so... angry the first night we communicated, that I didn't say much about what
actually happened. I talked about where I was and what was I doing here. And I have
mentioned to Charleston people and to Toledo people that we did know we were in
trouble and there was nothing much we could do about it.
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And at the risk of seeing... seemingly... at the risk of being anticlimactic or too dramatic,
when people are dying and they know they're dying they say all sorts of things that they
want to have go to their families. And this was no less the case. And one member in
particular, of NASA, who's a fairly young gentleman who has been fairly new in the
program, slender guy, with a slightly receding hairline, who smokes like a fish, ah...
listened and began to cry.
Sam:
You don't know his name?
Dick:
I'd rather not say his name, because I feel uncomfortable when I divulge something
about someone's reaction emotionally. You know what I'm saying? Ah, maybe on down
the line I might give it out. But for right now, let's go with that, it's a good description. Ah,
he had been recently married, and himself had wanted to be an astronaut, but didn't
qualify.
So the next best thing to being an astronaut was to work with us. He reminded me a lot
of myself when I was young, beginning, starting out. And here he was, listening to me
on the flight recorder, calling out for my wife, and my children, and for my God... and he
cried.
I think in some respects, the reason they didn't go over that recorder, and I'm
speculating here, is because they couldn’t stand it. Because, unlike the three that died
in the fire, and you heard the screams, it didn't take that long. But when you have three
minutes of screaming... because there was no fire... and although the air was going...
we were in separate compartments and the air was more contained in our
compartment... Christa and El [Ellison] and Greg lost air a lot faster than we did... (Sigh)
Christa didn't fall out until we got close to the surface of the water. She's on record as
saying that too, there's a tape that she made, and it seemed like it was kind of
disturbed, and Jeanne wasn't sure of herself. But the hole just… as we were falling just
got bigger and bigger. Can you understand her terror... watching that go?
Sam:
No wonder she says she can't remember.
Dick:
It's a blessing. No wonder she screamed for 45 minutes the first night she talked with
you folks. Anyway, the only reason I'm bringing this up is not to be morbid, it's to prove...
Sam:
The bottom line, which is you're here.
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Dick:
Exactly. And what went on. And people know now, although they don't want to speak of
it very much, but they know now when they released the picture of that compartment
falling freely in the air, that we did know what was going on. And it was not nearly as
convenient as they thought it was in our death. And the only reason I'm willing to go
back and do this now... and I can do it now whereas I couldn't have in February... is
because of the importance of this message.
Sam:
You've certainly changed a lot. I have changed a lot, too. I've come over some rough
spots too.
Dick:
(Laughing) Changing isn't the word for it, Sam. There's gotta be...
Sam:
Radical metamorphoses...
Dick:
From the cocoon to the butterfly. I don't know, there's gotta be a good way to describe
this one. There ain't no words in our language.
Sam:
I saw your picture in Life magazine the other day. It really touched me... to look at your
face... to see you.
Dick:
Well, I sometimes wish I could physically greet you, but I would not be interested in you
if I was still in a physical body, because my interests were so different. And ah...
Sam:
I was interested in flying. I took flying...
Dick:
I don't mean just you in particular. I just mean you and Tom and Jeanne and what you
stand for... that's what I'm saying. It's not you, your personality, it's that our lifestyles
were so varied and so different and ah... we just wouldn't have crossed probably.
Although, how am I to say that?
Sam:
(Unintelligible) ...bumped into Edie up there. She used to be a psychologist for NASA.
Dick:
Edie is...?
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Sam:
Bob's wife.
Dick:
I would really like to talk with her. She'd probably tell me I'm nuts.
Sam:
We'll send them a copy of this tape if you want to say something to Edie and Bob.
Dick:
Dear Edie and Bob. This is Commander Francis Richard Scobee, believe it or not. Ah...
dear folks, please send money and tell me how the hell to get down from this tree house
I'm in. Ah... all seriousness aside... as you study the transcripts, Bob and Edie... that's
her name? Edie? ...you'll find me to be an interesting person. I don't know that you'll find
me to be that interesting, but you will see my progression, and for myself that is
something I cannot believe from one time to the next, in how much I have changed from
the cool... right Sam? ...macho commander who was riding high...
Sam:
He's become a real softie.
Dick:
...to the scared little twerp who wondered what in the hell happened to my body, and I
find myself in this big woman, and people are squishing me inside of it, and I'm trying to
get out. Tell me that isn't an experience! It's one thing to be squished into a small
capsule. It's another to be squished in this body.
Anyway, dear Bob and Edie, I am terribly grateful for your interest and I hope that the
message is our common bond. These people, Sam and Tom and Jeanne, have become
very dear to me, and they speak highly of you so I trust them and look forward to
knowing you. We all — the seven of us — will be public speakers, I guess, from time to
time. And although I've never been one that's been real comfortable with that idea, now
I have a new motivation.
And we will do our damnedest, I promise you, to give you as much information that's
accurate as we possibly can. It sometimes takes us a while, because we're just so new
to this still. But each time we're getting better. And another lady I'd like you to look up is
Regina Ochoa, a dear friend of Jeannie's who is very special to me as well. And she
can channel me for you, she's not quite as accurate as Jeanne, but she's pretty
doggone close. She's getting there. She's working on it. If you're interested, I'm sure
she'd be glad to speak to you and have me communicate through Regina.
Sam:
And where does she live?
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Dick:
She lives in Santa Cruz. Jeannie can give you that information. At any rate, I'm not
going to try to add too much to what Greg said today. But I will be speaking later on this
week. We are so glad to have everybody's full attention now, at least for the most part,
and I can feel Jeanne's frustration at times, that she cannot talk to her neighbors about
what's taking place, and what is taking all her time. They think she's just stressed out
with four kids and two crazy men living in the house.
Little do they know that she has seven ghosts haunting her abode, talking to her almost
continually, but she handles it very well. Bob and Edie, I can't tell you enough how much
this means to us and to your board and to people you will come in contact with.
And my message would be that we've got to keep this moving. It may not be an
instantaneous acceptance, but if we keep moving, planting seeds in more and more
places, then we'll have what is important and necessary to the program of space. Not
the outer one that we've screwed up, but the inner one of knowing who and what we
are. And with that Sam, I'll just sign off and see you later…
Sam:
Can I shake your hand?
Dick:
Sure. Good afternoon, Sam. Good afternoon, Bob and Edie, wherever you are.
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May 28, 1986 (Wednesday, 1 PM)
Automatic Writing by Jeanne
Dick:
Dick here.
Hi! My, everyone is doing well today. You are really a dedicated soul, aren't you,
spending your summery afternoons inside!
I am excited about all of this, most definitely. I can't believe how suppressed this kind of
information and understanding has been. As John says, "What's the karma? What are
we working through? There is a reason for it.” He's right about that. I can see it with my
own family, especially with my kids.
Isn't my wife lovely? We were sure looking forward to our retirement. We both had
worked so hard. We both worked towards the future. I wish we had paid more attention
to the now of our relationship. My daughter is growing up, I think. She's been real
rebellious when it came to my involvement in the military. I think all the moving around
really got to her.
She's quite sensitive and senses now that she never understood why I had to be up in
the sky all the time. I think she felt that I was running away from things in the "real
world." Maybe I was but I can't now. Reality has hit me square in the face. My daughter
said something about me at my funeral that really incensed me — that all I ever cared
about was myself, really. That if I had cared about her — and the rest of the family — I
wouldn't have subjected them to all the pain they've had to go through “because of me.”
Wow — if I hadn't known about karma I would have really been blown apart. I'm
realizing slowly how important our karma is at shaping our lives. My daughter and I
have always had a hot and cold relationship... two real strong personalities clashing on
one thing to the next. She's dropped the boyfriend I didn't like but I really wonder if I'll
ever like any of her boyfriends. I sound like a jealous lover!
On the other hand, I've seen her fondle, quite regularly, a picture of me taken when I
was in pilot school. Her teddy bear was perched on my shoulder. We were outside,
somewhere, and I was being silly! My wife took the picture to keep for our family album.
She thought it was a rare moment of beauty coming from me. I was so preoccupied with
my pilot training. God, if we could only see BEFORE...
Jeanne thanks. You remind me of Kathie in some respects, even though you're older..
She's headstrong and so are you. You've shown me how, in the long run, that kind of
willfulness can pay off when put in the right direction. I'm realizing, too, the potential for
influence here and I'm a willing partner in the work it will take to put this out on all levels.
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It is terribly frustrating at times and then Jane or Norm or John or you or Tom or one of
the hundreds of helpers — angels here — will remind me that "Patience is a HEAVENLY
virtue." I wonder who wrote that? At any rate, my humanness still shows many times
and at many places in the consciousness of my life. I OFTEN wonder if it will be any
different and then I'm instantly taken back to a few months ago when I didn't even know
about the existence of this communication potential. And I remember that there is a
season for everything in my life. What I put out now will come back to me later on. So,
how's this for you today? It sure feels good in here. It is just wonderful. May your day go
as well for you as it already has for me.
See you.
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July 29, 1986
Dick Scobee at Adrian Spiritualist Association, July 29
Dick:
Good Evening. I'm a little nervous. I'm always a little nervous before a group. Let me
introduce myself to you folks. My name is Commander Francis Richard Scobee. And
I've been working through this wonderful medium, Jeanne, for a long time. She gets
embarrassed when I compliment her. A lot of people have wondered what happened to
us after we died. For a lot of people that's going to be something that remains to be
seen.
For you folks, you can believe that what is happening is truly happening. And if there is
any doubt about it I welcome you to come to her house sometime and read all the
material that's come through us. You know, some people just walked in and they missed
the explanation of what was taking place. Maybe I should say a few words.
We had an untimely match up with death, you might say, and a lot of people happened
to witness it and see it. We were not prepared at all for what was going to take place.
But due to these people here in Adrian we found our way into a new community of Light
and understanding. It was not easy at all, believe me. And since that time we have been
very dedicated to presenting ourselves and presenting parts of ourselves through
Jeanne's channeling that would document the real presence that we are who we say we
are.
For instance, recently NASA came out on the television set and said, "Oh, I think they
might have known they were in trouble." Well, we tried to tell that to Jeanne and Tom
and Sam, January 28th and they couldn't believe it! They said, "No, we saw you blow
up!" And we said, "Well, you may have thought that but let us tell you differently."
And we went into Charleston, South Carolina, and said the same thing to three different
groups of people. We went into Toledo, Ohio and said the same thing to two different
groups of people. And now we're coming to you and saying it. But there's a lot more.
The reason why I've asked to speak here tonight is to kind of pep you guys up about
your role and goal in life. Apparently Adrian has been a very quiet community, spiritually,
for some time. Yet, what I hear through the grapevine is there are a lot of you out there
who believe in this kind of stuff.
Let me tell you, life would have been a lot easier for me if I had known that this really did
exist. And there're six other people who could sure go along with that. So my coming
here tonight to speak for the group and to speak for myself, is to encourage, first of all,
you people, in your work, and to not be intimidated.
There was a nice young lady in the back saying before the service started how she
couldn't understand why people couldn't speak up for themselves. It's time we started
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doing that. If we don't speak up for ourselves then we've lost a nation to a lot of lies and
misunderstanding. Well, I've never been one to preach or stand on a soapbox but I've
found since I've been over here in a new world how I want to be able to do that. Now I'm
not psychically gifted yet, like all of you people sitting here. This is all real new to all of
us. But I have learned a lot about a different world, different worlds, different ways of
being, different ways of thinking yourself to places. The fact that time is different. It's just
not the same kind of time that we think of. That was a very difficult thing for me to learn.
And I've also learned how painful it is for people in the physical world to let go of us, and
how painful it was for us to experience their pain. We had to learn how to deal with that.
It hasn't been an easy task.
Well, to kind of reiterate a little bit, just for your own personal background, I thought you
might like to know that we truly did experience some intense moments of prayer when
we knew that there was no way that we could survive the accident that had taken place.
And I'll tell you, personally for me, my vision was wonderful and quite unique according
to the comparison of the other crew members.
I happened to be caught by wonderful angels in the sky. They said that was because I
was a Commander, and I needed to get that kind of treatment (that's a little humor
there). But all in all, I was really thankful that somewhere, somewhere in my
consciousness I was thinking about God, because it wasn't a pretty sight when the
compartment hit the water.
Now, perhaps this is a little break in the routine for you and maybe you don't quite know
what to do with this. Maybe you still don't quite believe it. Well, I didn't either. The first
night I came through it was the funniest thing in the world to find myself in a woman's
body!
Second of all, to be able to communicate with people after I thought you went off to the
pearly gates! Third of all, there was a dog who kept running around my legs and scaring
me half to death! And it was quite an adjustment to get from one physical world into the
Light world and to the Spirit world. And it still is quite an adjustment to be able to sense
these two worlds and put them together. Put we're all firmly committed to speaking in
front of groups of people like you, perhaps to fire you up!
We don't want our deaths to have been for nothing! We don't want to have felt that a
nation, and a world of people saw us disintegrate for nothing! We didn't realize that our
real mission was what we're doing now. And we've had a hard time accepting that
because we were very centered in being "The Commander" or being the "Flight
Specialist" or being "An Astronaut." And it was a real hard break in consciousness to
realize that doesn't matter on this side of life.
What matters is God and how you're going to help people get to that sense of being in
touch with God. So now, as astronauts, we're in the stars, literally to help people feel the
connection... To feel the connection of life and that we must help people lose their fear
of touching in with their loved ones. We have lots of stories that are in the documents
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that are in the computer about each of us individually trying to touch in with family
members and how awfully hard it was. The children have been more receptive than the
adults and so several of us have been talking more to our kids than we have to our
wives and husband, because they just wouldn't listen.
Now you can't go knocking people on the heads, believe me. You couldn't have knocked
my head before I died. I wouldn't have believed in this stuff. But I've experienced it. And
we have to encourage people to have the experience. Then they'll know for themselves.
I'm sure all of you are here because you've had some kind of experience or something
deep inside. I know Jeanne doesn't have the time right now to get this stuff all out for
you guys but would really like to have you guys read what has come through so you'll
know what it was like for us. Because there will probably be people you know that are
going to go over, too. Some of them are going to be prepared; some of them aren't
going to know anything.
We can't make people believe but boy, we can sure talk a little bit, can't we? And help
them to rediscover themselves. You know, I was a Christian. I believed very much in the
dictates of the Bible, to a certain point. And after that I had a hard time with it because it
didn't answer something deep inside of me. So my religion kind of died. I wasn't real
close to it. But I went up one time before in a shuttle and I experienced that sense of
grandeur looking down on that globe. And I tell you, that's where God is...right then and
there... And the majesty when you see creation in front of you.
Before I go I want to give you a few hot line tidbits because I want to prove to you, in
some respects, that I am who I say I am. I know it seems really phenomenal in some
degree. So we saved a little bit of information that Jeanne doesn't even know about to
give to you folks because it's going to be coming out a little more. There's a little
pressure now that Jane Smith has put out this lawsuit against the government. And a lot
of things have come out that we said months ago. It's hard to believe but it is all there in
black and white.
So, we're really glad that NASA's dragging its tail. It's so important for people to know
that we're still living! And that we can change things in this world. I sound very excited
because I am! Well, let me see if I can get through Jeanne's consciousness a little bit
and give you a few tidbits of information to log away into your brain.
There's going to be some more information coming out, some more things politically that
are going to surface. Now I don't want to get too politically tied in because I know that is
a touchy subject for a lot of people. But I want to tell you something and you can take it
for what it's worth.
There are going to be some key people in the present administration of the presidency
who are going to come out with some very controversial information about the space
program. These people are renegades. They're not supposed to be doing this. But
they're going to feel compelled to. I'm not, tonight, going to go into all the details. But
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remember that there are these people within the regime of the present administration
who are going to come out with some very controversial information. There has been a
group of people that have been researching on their own what took place within the
space agency. The public is not aware of this yet but they will be. And because now we
have the freedom to travel and we have wonderful guides with us, we're able to go from
space to space, no pun intended, and visit people as we need to, to help us along in our
work. And it's a pretty exhilarating experience.
There's one more bit of information here. It has to do with your potential in this
community and furthering this information along. Up until this time, from what I've been
told, you people have been associated with your own personal family members who
have gone over. You've been associated with your guides and teachers and maybe
Indians or Hindus or what have you and your healers. You've had people who come to
you with premonitions that have happened…all those sorts of things.
But the network of your people is relatively small in comparison to the billions of people
in the world. So you have the right to be in touch with people like us or other people
because, really, your light shines and we go to that light because we feel at home there.
We feel welcomed. We've worked with other spiritualist groups. Some as directly as
this, some not so directly. It's been interesting.
Some people are scared of us. Some people really don't want to have anything to do
with us and that's hard for us to understand. Maybe it's our status in life. Maybe it's a
reverse prejudice. I don't know. But we've learned something and we want to share
what we've learned with a lot of people who were really hurting when they saw us go.
And our message is that: We're still alive! And they shouldn't hurt!
Well, I'm asking your help in a lot of ways, consciously, just in your prayers and your
feelings about what's going on. If you thought a lot about us the week that it happened,
it's probably because you were all working with us. There was a whole network of
wonderful, wonderful people to get us all together, put back in our consciousness so
that we weren't scattered three sheets to the wind so that we could think and feel.
Adrian holds a special place in our hearts. Now I was the one chosen to speak tonight
because I'm the Commander but I'm not nearly as flamboyant as Michael Smith my pilot
and co-friend. When he gets in, Jeanne stands up and walks around the room and
swears a lot. So we decided that wasn't a good way of starting things because you have
a feeling in church that you should be reverent and Michael is hardly that. But it does
prove a different personality.
The point is that this could be you guys one day! You could be finding yourself over on
the other side and feel frustrated because there is no one you can come through to
make contact with. Now, at least you guys are open to this and you're searching. But
just think of all the people who have died and left their loved ones and want to come
back and they can't do it the way they want to because they won't listen to them.
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So, it's kind of like the old thing a long time ago on Mission Impossible: Your mission, if
you should accept it...just be who you are. Be proud of who you are! And more and
more people will speak up for themselves and more and more people will say, "Yeah,
you know I really think that's a possibility. I really feel God working in my life. I really feel
my Aunt Telly over on the other side, close to me. It kind of scares me."
And that's when you can step in and say, "Hey, don't be scared." God said, you know...
we're all together in this. Why do they have to fly away? We're all part of this universe.
There's one more bit of information I was going to share with you before I go. I could
talk for three hours, which would be rather boring to all of you. I wasn't much of a talker,
really, before. But I am a talker on things that I really believe in. This is one thing I'm
really committed to.
Ellison, who is our wonderful Hawaiian — well, he's Japanese, but we call him our
Hawaiian — has roots in his family in the Buddhist tradition. In some respects his
transition was easier, religiously, but hard with the family because his family was really
very close to him and very torn apart. He went on a space mission, one time before
which was classified as top secret and so NASA didn't show them taking off. They just
told you on the news when they were already up in orbit and they told you after they had
landed that they had come back. He feels a little cheated out of his television time. You
know everybody gets pictures and stuff but that was top secret so they had to kind of
shoo 'em off, you know.
Anyway, he had some real spiritual experiences while he was up there. In fact, several
of them did but they couldn't talk about it 'cause they were afraid they'd be kicked out.
And they wouldn't be able to be astronauts again. The one thing they didn't tell Jeanne,
they related some experiences that they had, was that that something very much went
wrong on that shuttle and nobody talked about it. It was really pretty "iffy" for a while that
they could steer themselves back into the orbit they needed and then put themselves in
a position of re-entry.
I wish Jeanne had more technical background at times, but she doesn't so I have to kind
of sift through her mind, you see and tell you what's going on. But that won't come out
for a while. Once this book comes out a lot is going to come out. But there was an
experience where they had trouble with the craft itself in maneuvering to get it where it
was suppose to be.
Now I've flown one of those things before and I know how hard they are to move
around. If you don't have what you need you're in real trouble and it's rather scary.
Who's going to come get you? It's not like you have the Dial-A-Ride there to pick you up
if one doesn't work. Anyway, this was all top-secret stuff so they didn't talk too much
about it.
They were also testing out several things for the Pentagon in dealing with UFOs. How
'bout that? You know they always deny that kind of stuff. You can believe it if you want
to or you can deny it if you want to. But the Air Force and the Pentagon have files three
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feet thick on recorded experiences from some other dimensions of time and space that
they don't know what to do with. And so they had sent some stuff and measuring
equipment up there on that craft to see if they could come in contact with anything or do
something. And it was some experience.
Not only that, but I think you folks… some of you are old enough to remember when
twenty years ago the Apollo fire took three lives, three very brave men. And I'd like to
say right now that Gus Grissom was one of those very fine guys who came and helped
us out. And we're really appreciating his help. He's the thing, I shouldn't say the thing,
he was one of the Spirits that appeared on that shuttle that was so top secret and
Ellison recorded it and had a hard time with it.
His wife and several of his friends know about that experience. Ellison tells me that
they'd be very willing to talk about it if someone approached them about it. The reason
why I'm telling you is that it may not come out right now. It may not come out in six
weeks. It may take six months to a year but sooner or later, somewhere down the line
you're going to hear about some of this and you're going to say, it really was what they
said it was.
Just like, what do you think about those tapes that suddenly just cut off? Do you realize
that they had four flight recorders on that shuttle? They're wired to run independently to
measure all sorts of data. Doesn't that make you wonder why they suddenly cut it off
and wouldn't let anything else be heard?
Well, Greg Jarvis said a long time ago, "Hey, they listened to those tapes and it was so
awful they burned them." They couldn't stand listening to them and listening to what was
going on. And it sounded awful dramatic.
In fact, Jeanne can tell you there's a group of people in California that's been wanting to
research this material she's doing. And they said, "Gee, that's a pretty steep statement."
And she said, "Well, I've got to trust what they tell us." And sure enough the other day in
Time Magazine it comes out with this blurb about this thing when they're filing the suit
against the government. It said that Mike knew he was in trouble. Then the tape goes
blank. Well, it can't go blank. It just can't. Well, anyway, these are little bits and pieces of
information.
I know it's all new to you tonight so you haven't seen the continuity of our growth. We've
come a long way and I guess maybe we should pat ourselves on the back. But we're so,
so excited about being able to speak to a growing group of citizens who are really
learning about themselves and aren't afraid to face themselves. Sometimes you may
feel frustrated that you can't do enough, but boy, you can! Just by being here and
sending out that wonderful light you can! You're not on the other side, consciously, to
know what's going on but boy, it's happening! It's happening here in Adrian. It's
happening all over this area... The Light, the prayer power is really going out. If you
want to say, "Hey, I talked with an astronaut last week," go ahead. We're not ashamed
to tell anybody who we are.
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In fact, I said a challenge a long time ago on tape that I'd like some of my close buddies,
who were in NASA, to sit right here in this room and tell me that it's not me. I don't
remember everything anymore. I'm on the other side now. Certain details are just gone
because I don't need them. I do become a different person over here. But I still
remember a lot of myself, the parts that I want to remember. And I use them. I certainly
have enjoyed being here. I'm trying to encourage you people to go with your
experiences and not to be frightened. As long as you call for God to be with you, God is
there!
And the negative stuff! People will say, "Oh, it's the devil." And people are probably
going to say that about Jeanne and all seven of us. I'm all prepared for that! I'm ready!
(laughter) I'm ready because we have that (gesture by hand) much material proving we
are who we say we are. People say, well why Adrian, Michigan? Why Jeanne? Well, it's
quiet here. I really don't understand why except that we were brought to her. If anything
it's because she's not trying to be sensational about it and not trying to make a million
dollars out of it in Hollywood. That's the thing! God knows your heart! That's one thing
I've really learned oven here. What's in your heart is what directs your life. If your heart
is good, then you'll get goodness coming to you.
Sometimes I think you guys are too nice. We come here every Tuesday night. We go
down to Toledo. We go all over to different Spiritualist Churches. We are impatient for
people to know, to listen! A lot of you listen very well. If you didn't we couldn't be here.
Gee, it's wonderful being in this room. You can't know how wonderful it is for us to hear
and to feel all of your good thoughts and your love. It's just great. I'm going to say good
evening... I can't thank you enough. You'll be hearing from us from time to time. I would
encourage you to keep on looking to that inner part of yourself and to get it together
now so that when you finally do leave your body you're a lot more prepared for it than
we were. Thank you all again and good evening.
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November 21, 1986
Channeling transcript
Source: Francis Dick Scobee
Channel: Jeanne Love
Respondent: Tom Love
Transcribed by Bob Shacklett
(Note: The first side of the tape has quite a bit of periodic fade-out which makes it
almost impossible to figure out what is being said at those times. Such portions
that are inaudible or otherwise unintelligible are marked "...".)
Dick:
Sorry it took me so long to come in. I had to go through a little reshaping, and so I have
to learn how to reshape myself for Jeanne. How ‘ya doing tonight?
Tom:
I'm doing fine.
Dick:
It's good to shake your hand. Gus is here... So we're not the three musketeers tonight?
Tom:
Three of us?
Dick:
Two physical bodies and... essences floating around the room. I came in with
permission of all of the switchboard operators that haul you guys around. I came in to
say some things, not just for chit chat. I think you're beyond the point of wanting any old
chit chat. I want to be on record with some things. We've been finding out some more
information, and I don't know how I feel about it to be honest. Kind of an odd thing for
me to say...
Well, I'm sure there are things that you find that you're not sure you know what to do
with. I'm kind of in that position. I've recently been more of a digger than I ever was in
my physical life. I mean everything I dug for in that was... in my own interest or was
work-related, and this is work that's new. I don't like to beat an old point, but ... job right
now, isn't it Tom? I mean the purpose of my coming around... is to deal with our situation
because that's our work right now — to demonstrate for the world that we are really
here and we are really having these experiences.
Well… (long pause) this afternoon your wife was getting this feeling of her (she was
sitting at the table) of actually being in the shuttle, right in the front, you know, where
Mike and I sat. But she was also being worked on by your friend and mine, the IGB. He
helped Jeanne — how do I want to say it — get further into our dimension of time and
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space as far as what we were about previous to the accident and during it. Does that
make sense to you? Do you understand what I'm trying to say? So her abilities — I
guess you might say — helped all of us to collectively become more enmeshed (if that's
the word). I'm… (long pause) Yeah, I find myself ... words.
How often does it happen to you Tom, when you have something on your mind and you
can't spit it out? ...since you're sensitive to that issue do you think maybe you could prod
me along a little bit. I know this is not like your wife and this should prove to you more
than anything that it's not Jeanne. She certainly has no trouble with words. Uh…
(pause) maybe you could just kind of prod me along a little bit and it'll help me to bring it
out. You know, just kind of lead me.
Tom:
I don't want to lead you...
Dick:
Well just ask me some questions and I'll get myself moving here or something. Ask me
how the weather is!
Tom:
So how's the weather up there?
Dick:
(laughing) Whether or not it matters, I guess! It's really immaterial. Well just ask me
something about how things are going. I mean that might sound kind of silly to you but
when something sticks in my gut…
The thing is, with Jeanne, she's a talker. She's ready to go. For me, even though I have
something to say, I have to be goaded into it. And yet I know I'm in this position where I
have to tell you to do that, which is really awkward for me. And yet I can't just be my
own personality and sit here, because I would just sit and nothing would be said. And
since this is a different type of communication — do you see what I'm saying? (If) I was
sitting here in my physical body in a room, uh… I would just be a bump on a log. Well, I
have to communicate but I'm having a hard time, so, maybe you just ask me some…
(long pause). Boy, we're full of it tonight, aren't we?
Tom:
Well, OK...
Dick:
You don't have to study up, Tom! (laughs)
Tom:
...Is there something bothering you?
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Dick:
Well, uh… (pause)
Tom:
Or is that the wrong question?
Dick:
No, I'm not really disturbed… (pause)
Tom:
OK. Well, what do you think of President Reagan and this Iranian weapons deal?
Dick:
I'd rather not comment on that one. (laughs) Why don't you ask me about…
Tom:
...take your retirement pay away from your wife or what?
Dick:
(laughter) Oh damn, I tell ‘ya I'm not making it easy tonight, I'm sorry! Uh… (long pause)
... talking to Christa the other night, and she was trying to talk about Jeanne — not
about Jeanne particularly — but it's more about the people she's been dealing with. I
guess the reason why I'm quiet about it is because I'm a guest… (pause). Well, I'm not
like Mike. I don't just blurt it all out. I'm respectful of your...
Tom:
Your opinions are respected around here.
Dick:
Well thank you. I think maybe that's what I took time to say... I guess I don't want to
make any errors in conversation and yet I definitely have something to say even though
it doesn't sound like it. And I'm not having any trouble with Jeanne — that's not the
point. I mean that. It's my own lack of confidence at times... (long pause) There's going
to be… (pause) Well, again, I'm not the guru; I've just been over a short time. But Norm
and I have ... quite a bit. He has a lot of scope and a lot of vision. He can see quite a bit.
He's earned his wings.
Initially, your friend (speaking of the ones that are out of this area) … meanwhile, with
what they're doing. There's no malice on the part of these people at all, as far as I'm
concerned. I'm not God and I'm not omniscient. But down the road there is the potential
for the probability that — well, I guess I'll just have to be honest. You might be having
more than you can handle. I'm not trying to scare you, and I could be totally wrong. But
I've learned enough to know that there are potentials and there are probabilities and...
(pause)
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Tom:
...
Dick:
Well, I'll tell ‘ya for one thing, the woman who wants to fight this is my wife. It was
mentioned in some automatic writing; I don't know whether you've seen it or not. There
was going to be one female that would fight it — it would be my wife! And I guess what
I'm doing is coming in to tell you guys about it. It hurts me, but I know that I have to
separate myself from that consciousness… (pause) Tom, I love my wife dearly... but I
also love the world; and I'm seeing a perspective of humanity that never really entered
my consciousness before.
I can't say yes or no to anything; but personally, my own feelings are to go full throttle
up. And if family members are not "copasetic" or supportive, so be it. The family
changes… (pause) and my perception of my family changed so much. But when you
see the world differently — well, you know what I'm saying. The point I'm trying to make
is that — of course this is for consideration — my side of the vantage point, my side of
the fence.
Don't be hesitant to pursue yourselves in demonstrating this communication with me or
anyone like me, whether it be… (pause and laughter) seven idiots that decided to clear
some karma or whatever ... normal experience over here, but we're really adjusting and
we're preparing for our communication that we hope to be doing in the spring through
the summer on into the fall next year. We want to be sharp. ... being in front of a lot of
people. Mainly because I'm not the best talker in the world unless I have good questions
and answers. But I have come to love you folks so much; I don't want to make it
uncomfortable for you...
Tom:
And we love you too.
Dick:
We couldn't have made it without you guys. I just wanted you to know that. And that's
why we're all very committed to learning all we can, so that as we communicate more
and more with the outside world directly, we're sharp and won't disappoint anyone. And
we don't want to embarrass you guys… (pause)
I question even touching in with the families. I don't know the answer there; I'll be
honest. I've been throwing that question around with Norm quite a bit. I guess I kind of
have to go along with Mike in saying that I really don't give a flying finger about the
political organization right now, because I've seen through this bureaucratic crap that led
to the shuttle experience.
Even though, supposedly, it was supposed to happen that way to teach something
greater, I still personally am very involved. And I'm learning very well — I think —
enjoying my life over here. But because of the nature of my work and remembering
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myself, I am still attached to that memory too, because that's a part of who I was, and I
want to retain that so that I can talk to others about it… (long pause)
Interesting listening to you guys tonight. Bill Gough doing all that stuff for you. That was
real nice of him. Both of you getting hit with the reality of your own creativeness. Kind of
a nice feeling for the future. You're two very fine, fine people. You deserve more than
the best… (pause)
You know, Tom, you and I are a lot alike, although I'm certainly not brilliant like you. But
I've stuck to things, I've worked hard ... how much family time I've spent. My wife was
the typical career officer’s wife who had to hold the family together. I think she was ... as
I was to the service. I don't know if that's always a good idea. My daughter, on the other
hand, was a rebel. … she could see right through that crap. I find myself more attached
to her right now than my wife, even my son.
Richard’s going the way of the career officer. At one time I was extremely proud of him;
right now I wish I could change and turn his head around — do it with other things. But
my rebel daughter gave me hell all my life, but is giving me heaven now… (long pause)
So, I guess the point is that — and I think I'm speaking for the whole crew (I know I am
because we talked about this so long) — we're learning to realize that we can upset the
family and be OK.
We're learning that they'll probably be the last ones... because it was hard enough for
them to share us when we were physically alive. And now to think that we're there
whether or not they want us to be there leaves them feeling, I think, quite helpless. And
because they don't understand it, feeling like they don't have a part of it at all, feeling
totally left out, because their concepts are just not ready for it.
They have to turn it off in order to survive ... be a clear picture for you, Tom. So, to Scott
Jones or Dr. Bill Gough or whoever else — appreciate the concerns of the family
because they have been through an awful lot. So have we… (pause) So have we been
through an awful lot.
Tom:
...
Dick:
I know you do. I'm saying this for whomever else reads this. We have been through …
And if anybody is ... it should be ours because ... and if people want to reject that, that's
fine. But we're the ones that went through that experience of dying. And we're the ones
that went through the experience of having to know where in the hell we were... And
we're the ones that had to decide what we're going to do with this. And we're the ones
that have done it, not our families.
The families have just had to adjust to our being gone and to moving on. We've had to
adjust to our being gone, moving on, the world's remorse and grief, and then accepting
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our new destiny, which is to still be alive, to still speak, and to teach, and to show what it
really is all about... to say that. Not to a man who's really attached to his family. I think
it's been a major growing step for all of us to let go of our families.
But this world is not going to be better if we don't do what we have to do now. And we're
not going to have a good world to come back to again if we don't do it right now. Except
I'm really ... when we think about families ... have to do it. Anything else you want to
add, Tom? (waits) …Is the tape running?
Tom:
Yeah, it's still running.
Dick:
Thanks. We get nervous. All these words of wisdom — I hate to have…
(laughs).
Tom:
Well, we try not to lose it.
Dick:
Gus just broke in. I'm sorry, did you have a question?
Tom:
No, go ahead.
Dick:
Gus just broke in. Gus isn't going to give you the satisfaction of hearing through your
wife. He's going to make you work for it.
Tom:
I'm willing.
Dick:
What he means is you're gonna bust your ass... follow what he wants. And I heard a lot
about him.
Tom:
...drill sergeant for you?
Dick:
Yeah, but not in the usual stuff — Uh… (long pause) Go ahead.
Tom:
I'll just take the regular course; I don't ... the crash course.
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Dick:
(laughs) Nah, it's your turn this time to stay around for a while and follow it through.
Tom:
Good, I'm glad to hear that!
Dick:
Well, we've been watching movies of our karma. You know, the seven of us and you
guys and some other people we're working with. It's real interesting, in fact quite
intriguing seeing how we've been mixed with each other for a long time. And we know ...
not the end of your lives; we're a part of now, and then when we're gone we're not
finished yet. We're not finished. We've got a ways to go. We wanted you folks to know
that. Of course it's our opinion and you ... and we recognize that.
But let me tell you Tom, there are a lot of people ... pay you guys off ... I think the rest of
your lives there are gonna be a lot of people who are gonna feel that way about ... for a
long time. Just what you guys are gonna represent. You think you feel misunderstood
now, just wait. I'm not trying to be a bearer of bad news; it's just what's gonna be real, I
mean, let's face it. And then there are a lot of people who are going to support you... be
great about it. Then it'll make it all worthwhile.
But there's too many people in high places; you shake their ivory towers, man, they
don't want to come down. So value your friends — on both sides, because they know
what you're all about. And they believe you and will support you. I don't know if you've
seen this image of yourself, but Tom Love, I see you sitting at a Senate committee
meeting some day answering questions. Little ways down the road yet.
And something related to something you haven't even touched in on yet with yourself.
But you're gonna be a lot more politically involved… (long pause) than I think you
thought. Uh, I've been studying it a lot. And of course time over here is really
meaningless — I finally got that one through my head. When you look back on your life,
sir, you'll feel a hell of a lot better about it than I did mine. Because you will have done a
lot of your work there, and you're gonna be able to stand over here and look back on it
and say, "Wow, it's great!" Whereas I look back and say, "Well, I've just gotta start off
now. I haven't done anything yet!"
Tom:
There's a lot of people who would disagree with that.
Dick:
But they're not standing in my shoes… (pause) I got launched into my career when I
blew up. Then I started living. And of course my family wouldn't want to hear that. And
you see why I'm saying don't worry about them? They wouldn't want to hear that! I look
back on my life with my family — as much as I love them, as much as they love me —
life was not what I wish it would have been. And I don't want them to feel bad about it,
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because they haven't had the experience over here that I had, so how would they
know?
It's like the guy that goes out to World War I and he won't go back to the farm after that
experience of being worldly. And that doesn't mean he doesn't love his family any less,
it's just that the experience is different. And I don't know how I'm ever going to put that
nicely to June.
Tom:
An experience makes you a different person.
Dick:
That's right… (long pause) Well, basically what I came in to relate. Sorry it takes me so
long to get rolling — that's my manner. Mike and I might be Tauruses but we're very
different people, very different personalities. But I wanted you to know where I stand.
And I wanted you both to know how much I really appreciate your friendship.
Tom:
And we appreciate knowing you too.
Dick:
Thanks Tom, and I know that's true. And you're quite a guy, 'cause I would never have
allowed June to sit and do this. I would never have allowed her to have the kind of
influence over the family that Jeanne has. I was too insecure. I think almost every man I
know — or knew — was. Because society just did not put...
(Side A of tape ends here.)
Dick:
... sessions. They feel us. Don't bet they don't feel us. I mean they feel us. I mean it's
just known… (pause) Judy has been working with Sally Ride, and there's a couple of
other females that she was good friends with and a couple of guys that she was good
friends with. Some nights she comes back real happy; she feels she has made a
breakthrough. Other times she comes back just sour-faced.
Then she said, "God, I wouldn't have listened when I was in their space, so why should I
expect them to listen to me now!" Except that they have someone to listen to, because it
was so recent. Gus just shakes his head and laughs. He says, "What do you think I
have been trying to do for 20 years?" (pause)
One of our fantasies for you folks is to meet up with some of the astronauts that are
training now, that knew us, that have been in the program fairly well along with us.
Maybe not so much to channel for them but just — you know like when Jeanne sat
down with you the other morning and you said you felt Gus so much stronger then —
just to help them feel us more strongly than just a pipe dream. They're my friends too.
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Put in a couple of people that counsel them in Houston. I guess you might say we're into
the second stage of our mission. We're into the "haunting stage!"
Tom:
(laughs) I had a question for you. You said your wife was going to oppose this. What
would you like to say to her that might get her to change her mind? Maybe that's a tall
order — you don't have to say it right now, but be thinking about it.
Dick:
Well, I don't know that anything I said would make any difference. Because she doesn't
believe it's me. No matter what message I came through with, she would deny it.
Tom:
OK, but what basis is she going to use to…
Dick:
From this point of view it's going to be more of an emotional plea. She's got friends in
high places due to my connections in NASA. Again, our shit didn't stink you know; we
were the elite group. And even though they never listened to us in some respects, what
they didn't give us in attention for the real things that mattered, they gave it to us in the
falderal of glory, pomp and circumstance. So consequently, all of the families still have a
lot of higher-ups following them around. And they will have for some time — which is
nice, I guess.
I think June might use that influence to rattle some cages and just within the works try to
get things stopped — you know, what can you do kind of thing — make noise, deny us,
say nothing of that was true. You know what I'm saying — how some people are when
they get a message, that's totally accurate and they will say, "Oh no no no, that's not
right at all!"
And everything about it was right but they were so scared. Maybe things will change
between this communication with you guys now and when things come about. But I
don't think so.
June is very tied to her dogma and to her perceptions of religion, and she feels the dead
should be dead — let them lie in heaven with God — don't rattle the cages and don't dig
up the bones. She's had some ESP experiences — a sense of saying I knew that was
going to happen, I told you so, I felt it. And she was right; but to put that into a
framework of what we're all about now is apples and mud in comparison. It just doesn't
go in the same ballpark.
I don't think that anything I could offer her would change her mind. She's gonna have to
come to it on her own. She's always supported me before, but that's when she could
touch me, feel me, see me, even if she didn't understand me. I was standing there in
front of her. She has a perception of where I am right now. She sees me in one certain
spot with one certain angel… (long pause)
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Tom:
I hope it's not a fallen one!
Dick:
(pause) I've been with her and I've touched her quite a few times recently… (pause) I
would like to think that she thinks it's me. I don't really know. Sometimes I sense that
she realizes I'm there, but it's not like it was in the beginning when she felt me, I know
she felt me then. But now she's putting me away — to deal with her own pain. And the
more she puts me away, the more I want to go around her… (pause)
There's a mirror in her room on the dresser — big, really beautiful thing. I used to love to
watch her fuss and primp in that mirror. I'd stand behind her and kiss her neck and do
husbandly, amorous things. And she would (say), "Oh Dick..." But she was a sultry
woman inside when she wanted to be. She was very businesslike, very professional.
She was real good to me — at least that's my perception of her. So at times now when
she's standing in front of that mirror I still stand behind her… (long pause) But I don't
have the same influence over her any more now, do I?
Tom:
Must be hard... how many generations of people it's been hard that way. And that's
exactly the barrier we're gonna try to remove with this work.
Dick:
So I say don't wait for it, Tom.
Tom:
Yeah, I know. I was talking with one of my physics students today. He wants to be an
aerospace engineer and build space platforms and all this. And I say…
Dick:
Invite him over here! (laughs)
Tom:
…man, that costs a lot of money. So I said well maybe I should make my life's work
bringing peace on earth so we could spend the defense budget on your work in space. I
don't think that would be a bad goal.
Dick:
Oh, I think it's wonderful… (pause) People feel us when they're open, and that keeps us
alive. And they're not attached to us in the same way our families are — the years of
memories and love. And to think that those years have been wonderful but stopped
short — that's a painful thing, more for them than for us, because we know we go on.
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Norman takes me around his family quite a bit. He says, "Look, even this family who
believes in what I believe in, still doesn't touch me as often as they could. And I just
have to live with it. My wife who knows all what I'm about, and has known for years, still
turns me away. The attachment is strong; she's not the most gorgeous woman in the
world, or the most beautiful, but damn, we went through years and years together
raising lots of kids. And she had to go through a lot with me, and I'm attached to her. I
know what you're going through, Dick, and I'm glad to be a part of it." Well, you know
how Norm is — he's a simple guy, but he's got so much wisdom inside of him.
Tom:
His manner is simple in a way that only the wise can exhibit.
Dick:
You're right. He's been a damn good friend for me. We're buddies. I kind of wish you'd
send part of this to his wife. I know Jeanne is really busy, but maybe Sam could type it
up for Norm's wife and the kids.
Tom:
Tell him to come through and channel.
Dick:
You know Norm. He just sits back and says, "You can do it for me. I won't push my way
in." He won't ask, but I will. Anyway, the whole point of it is that Norman says, "Look,
they know all about me, and they still have a hard time. It's just too real at times." And
it's helped me with June. Like I said, I don't know that there's much I could say that
would change her mind. Certainly, if she was to sit across from Jeanne I think she would
have a terribly hard time thinking a man was speaking through a woman's body. And
certainly, if I wanted to embrace her I think June would have very mixed feelings about
doing that. So I'm just going to have to be content with working on my end of it with her
as I can and just doing my other things. Which is that maybe if not in my own family, I
can do it for other people and their families. Like you say it's — well...
(End of recording)
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Date recorded: Thursday, December 4, 1986 (on video tape)
Source: Challenger Astronauts
Channel: Jeanne Love
Respondents: Tom Love, Sam White Transcribed by: Bob Shacklett
Dick:
Good morning, Tom, Sam, and Jetta (the dog).
Voices;
Good morning.
Dick:
This is Commander Francis Richard Scobee. And good morning to those of you who are
going to be viewing this tape. As I understand it, the schoolteacher of us requested a
special showing, and she would like this directed to several people, including, I
understand, the fine Senator from Rhode Island and his helpmate and administrator. We
greet you as well and welcome you into our realm of experience.
Well now, (sighs) I understand there's a holiday going on around here called Christmas.
Well, it's going to be a challenging season, I think, for us, simply because... We've done
pretty well up until now, and we're going to perhaps find ourselves having to live now
while we've been learning. I think you can understand that — dealing with our family
and our friends. So we're gearing up for the experiences.
Well, anyway, I understand that I look rather pretty this morning, and you'll have to
excuse me if I make comments about my beautiful freckle face and my red lips (laughs).
I haven't thought much about it recently until I was standing up with Jeanne as she was
primping for the occasion so that she would come across on the tape as looking
appropriate; and I got struck by how funny it really was that she primps in order to look
nice for other people, and yet, she's not even her! (laughs)
I come in and I could give a flying finger if I had on my lipstick and my hair curled!
(laughs) But that's the irony of our lives, I think, since the Challenger exploded — it's
really kind of funny. Fortunately for me, I'm a lot more used to this than I was ten months
ago. But that's neither here or there — we've learned a lot. Well, since I'm in a role of
leadership in terms of being the commander, my crew allows me to come in first and set
the pace, I guess you might say. As I was entering into Jeanne's body I was thinking of
how different it is for me versus the first few nights that I found my way into her
consciousness.
I didn't understand what the hell was going on and how I could suddenly have red lips
and curled hair (and big boobs)! But through the months it has become obvious to all of
us how important our mission really is. And I understand that among the people who do
know about this communication there are some questions about how it should be
handled and where it should go. And all I can say to all of you is that we're learning the
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ropes, maybe even a little more slowly than you people are, because we're having to
become adept at this whole routine.
Whereas, from what I understand, most all of you viewing this tape have had a lot of
other experiences with this type of phenomenon. Initially, we wanted so very much to
communicate with our families. But we've found through the months the frustration of it,
because theyr'e having to deal with their trauma and realizing that we can't ask them to
deal with too much.
First of all, the trauma of our deaths. Second of all, the working back into society as a
single partner, or whatever, and for our children to become accustomed to not having
both parents available all the time. And then dealing with all the publicity that our deaths
brought forth. So, initially, we were really pressuring them to experience us, and then we
finally realized the hard way that it was not, indeed, a very good idea.
So now we've been working on other levels and in other ways. We haven't given up the
idea of communication, but we realize that our approach has to be somewhat different.
And again we say that we don't really know exactly what that should be, except that
we're not going to expect too much too quickly. And we know that if we do try to expect
too much too quickly, we'll probably damn ourselves into oblivion in terms of having our
families support this phenomenon.
And I'm speaking now for the whole crew — we've been working a couple of weeks on
this presentation which may seem simple to you but really takes a lot of work on our
part — takes a lot of work with Jeanne. Certainly, doing this in the morning is much
easier for all of us, because the energies for the medium are much more rested and
quick.
But the points that I would like to make clear for myself and for the crew today are
these: there's a mission and we've accepted our part of it, and that is to work our
damnedest to know ourselves, know what we are, where we are, where we've come
from, what it is that we have chosen to do. And all of us are totally dedicated to staying
together as a group for some time in order to bring about as much mass communication
as possible.
We have not gone "psychic hopping"; we have chosen a few who have been very
responsive to us and who are dedicated to the same type of spiritual communications
as we are. They are not Hollywood freaks or money seekers or fame and fortune
seekers. These are people who are dedicated and committed to God. People who have
experienced the channeling that Jeanne and Tom and Sam have done in a live situation
and feel the presence.
And there's no question — we don't have to force words or ideals on anybody. The
presence is there. And although we can't be everywhere we can begin by beginning
somewhere and going from there. In this day of modern communication I guess we're
blessed with the VCR — maybe that was created solely for this purpose — not in terms
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of just the seven of us but in terms of being able to contact billions of people without
commercial interruptions so the quality of the program can be spiritually based and
effective and not run by the almighty dollar or someone's greed.
Certainly it was our own greed that seemed to manifest us into the space program. And
I know that you political people out there are very aware of the motivations of anyone
who gets into the program, that we are hungry for recognition, we are hungry for the
ultimate thrill and will do just about anything to get there.
Certainly we are billed as outstanding and forthright citizens because the whole space
program wants that image. But you and I know that that is not always the case. It's a
political system, and it's what we have; and I have not come in here to rant and rave but
only to state some facts — the truth that I'm sure you all are well aware of.
We don't want people to suffer, and it seems to me that people really suffer when they
think there's nothing more to life than to die. There's a bumper sticker "Life is a bitch
and then it's over." That's disgusting. Life is continual and everlasting, and we found that
out the hard way. But seeking to be in the space program was our little game we played.
Dying was our purpose, our destiny, our mission. And the hard fact for us to swallow for
these many months was that we really chose this experience.
Sure there's all this karmic stuff — some of us got into it more than others. But whether
or not we have anything to repay, we certainly have something to give. I don't expect to
be a prophet in my own hometown. I don't expect my wife and children to think that
Daddy is really talking through this medium.
But I do know people who are less prejudiced, who have known me not as a family
member or father or husband, but as a friend or acquaintance, who knew me enough
that they are not attached to me but know my mannerisms and my ideals. I've changed
an awful lot, but I think there's enough of me left that people would know. I've gotten to
be a lot more of a talker on this side. That hasn't always been easy, but I do talk about
things that are important to me.
I do speak strongly about things that are so much a part of me that it just spills over.
And this is a part of me — this is all of me now. The one thing that we had to overcome
was fear. The fear of not having a body anymore. The fear of not being able to touch our
loved ones anymore. The fear of not being heard. Those are powerful fears. Let me tell
you brothers and sister, it's powerful.
But if we can overcome, then so can you folks. If you can put aside your fear and realize
that God is running this goddamn show, then you'll do what you need to do, and you'll
go where you need to go, and you'll be directed to where you need to be directed to in
order to get this type of phenomenon out and (be) respectable. (long pause)
God has given me the greatest gift — and that's life. Because I'm just beginning to live.
And that would hurt a lot of people I lived with when I was in a physical body, but it's
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true. And it has nothing to do with them; it has everything to do with me. Oh sure, I lived
life; I enjoyed the finer things in life; I struggled long enough as a student with a young
family; I was hungry enough times that when I finally had enough money in my pocket I
enjoyed it. There was always something gnawing in my guts, and I was always reaching
out for something else better, stronger, and more fulfilling. Flying was a part of it, but it
certainly wasn't all of it.
But being in space where I found my God — come back upon a wonderful glow,
realizing how significant God really is. Couldn't wait to get back up. Now I know why! If
there is anything in your lives that you can be touched by, allow yourselves to be
touched by the freedom of living.
And you say, "Well that's all well and good for you, Dick. You don't have a body
anymore — you can do whatever you damn well please!" Bullshit! There's rules and
regulations and structures and philosophies and communities over here just as real.
And we have just as many fears on this side as you do in the physical body. (softly)
But there's one difference. Without the density of the physical world, everything is much
more interesting. And without the density of the concept of linear time you can get from
one place to the other real quickly! ...That difference makes all the difference in how we
use our time and how we use our moments and how we express ourselves and deal
and relate to each other.
I've seen a lot of people here crash into walls — the walls of thought and
consciousness, because they couldn't handle the freedom. And they wanted to be tied
down and they wanted the pain and they wanted to suffer! And I've seen other people
make transitions and within a week's time be away far ahead of where I am, because
the freedom was so wonderful... I think the earth is the place where we learn how to "do
it." If we can remember how to "do it"…
Well, there's a couple of other folks that want to speak. I've shared my philosophy. I've
given a lot of evidential information — talked about my wife, my kids, my relationships
with them. I'm getting to the point where I don't really want to prove myself much more –
I've done that for almost a year now. It's all on tape. I feel a year of proving myself in
terms of who and what I am is appropriate. And now I want to exercise the freedom.
And that freedom is to speak of things other than the kind of food I ate when I was poor,
what kind of car I drove, my relationship with my family.
Now I want to be able to offer something a lot more profound, and to share with a lot of
people what it's been like. I want to share with a lot of people what they can look
forward to now, here. I want to share with a lot of people what they can do to really
truthfully bring peace on earth.
But if I have to, I'll dig back into the memory banks; I'll go back in my thought processes
to find out some more information. If I have to, I'll dig up more stuff that proves who I
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am. But as I said a long time ago ... who I am. 'Cause all I have to do is sit across from
you and deal through Jeanne and know what you guys are all about. (pause)
Thanks for listening.
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January 28, 1987,
Regina Ochoa channeling Dick Scobee & Ellison Onizuka
Dick Scobee:
...about all the different questions you have. And we have been working all over the
nation this evening because there have been many channelings going on for us, and we
do appreciate all the help that you do want to give us. I know we have a lot of personal
things that we've been sharing and umm, we would like to answer as many forthright
questions as we can. We'll do our best.
I'm coming through this evening ‘cause this is the one... This one knows me and is
pretty scared tonight ‘cause she hasn't met any of you before but this gentleman, Mr.
Shacklett. Her energy was pretty shaken because we were all here listening to all the
questions you have and I'd like to just go ahead and open up the floor now. And I will try
my best to recollect and as I say, I'll do my best. It's up to you.
Bob:
Dick, this is Bob Shacklett...
Dick:
You don't need to identify yourself.
Bob:
Good. I've been really sort of waiting for this opportunity to talk to you...
Dick:
Thank you.
Bob:
I spent a lot of time with you, transcribing that tape that you made with Jeannie, and
have been wondering what it would be like to have a dialogue with you. One of the
questions I'm curious about this evening, since I knew that there would be activity today
and this evening... Could you describe, to the best of your ability, how you perceive the
geography, and how you make these travels? ‘Cause I know that there is distance for us
but I'm not sure what that means in your terms.
Dick:
What do you mean ‘geography’? Clarify it for everybody here, and myself. I'm not sure
what you're talking about.
Bob:
Okay. There's a couple thousand miles between here and Michigan and I have a feeling
that you've been with Jeannie Love...
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Dick:
That is correct.
Bob:
And um, how does it look, what is the appearance to you of the distance that separates
California from Michigan? How does it look from that side?
Dick:
There is no distance that I perceive. I don't perceive a distance. Maybe some of the
other members do but I really don't. Let me, um, go back. When I first died, yes... as a
matter of fact I really clung to that one particular area, that area, and another area in
uh... Carolinas. I can't remember now where. And um, the only distance I felt was the
distance that it took me in time to get from the afterlife into a body to speak.
I really didn't perceive the distance going from Michigan to North Carolina, South
Carolina, to California. Um, because I don't have the weight of a body to hold me down,
I don't feel the weight of anything to cause me to perceive any type of distance. Does
that make sense?
Bob:
Yeah, it does tend to make sense. Um, I'm trying to think of it in terms of an out-of-body
travel. From our standpoint we could, say, imagine transporting ourselves in an out-ofbody state, from here to there.
Dick:
Back up there. Try not to even think about a body state because you have to experience
out-of-body state in order to think of it. And if you have experienced it, that is wonderful.
But not all the members here have experienced it. Um, I think the easiest way that I can
recollect for anybody to experience the lapse of time or no time is when you fall asleep
at night. How often that alarm goes off in the morning and you think, "Geez, where did
the time go? I'm still exhausted."
You probably are exhausted because you have not been in your body sound asleep.
You've been off traveling all over the world. You do many things in your dreams without
the use of a body even though in your dream as you can remember you were
somebody, a person.
Um, the only other way I could say is, it's as if it's as fast as your mind travels. You know
how many collections... um, connections... your mind makes when you think of one
thing, or you smell one thing, or you do something and bam, you're thinking of many,
many different things.
It can take you as far as your childhood and back again, and you can go through a
hundred and two hundred, a thousand different ideas and thoughts in a fraction of a
second. And someone says to you, "What are you thinking of?" And, "Geez, where do I
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begin?" Travel on this side is the same thing. I can't really begin to explain it because
there's no feel of it.
Bob:
There's no analogies that you can...
Dick:
The closest analogy is thought.
Bob:
Is thought.
Dick:
Is thought. And the closest physical analogy is dream. Because you do so much when
you're dreaming. I remembered my dreams well when I was... I loved to sleep.
Bob:
That does help. I've got another good one for you, Dick. It has to do with a comment
that you made about Judy and her association with Sally Ride. You mentioned that Judy
at times returned after... it would almost be like going out to work and coming back after
a day of working with Sally and others close to her and feeling, as you put it, somewhat
frustrated because of the inability to get through.
Now I suppose if I had a chance to ask Judy herself this question, maybe she would
have a version that would be different from yours, but is experience there like going off
to work in the morning and then coming back at night with, you know, something
accomplished? How's it look?
Dick:
Well, we're not gods on this end. That's for sure. We're trying our best to communicate
and, by God, it is frustrating. Because how can you tap somebody on a shoulder when
you don't have something to tap with? The most we can do is ruffle a few hairs. We can
put thoughts in your mind and we can't really move things around.
So many people believe that ghosts or spirits move things around in their houses and
stuff. They aren't so much moving the items, even though they want that item to be
moved. Now let me see if I can get this straight for you. What we do is try to "borrow"
the energy that's within that house… within... standing next to you, say, try to borrow as
much of your physical energy and move it to push something else. Because I really
don't have a physical energy. I have an energy without a body. So I don't have that
physical portion to create another physical movement. Does this make sense to you?
Bob:
Beautiful. Beautiful.
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Dick:
So we do get frustrated, yes. But this is part of our lesson too. We are learning slowly,
slowly. I have to think I'm… I'm one of the slow ones trying not to get so frustrated. I
want to just shake... But I just have to sit there... I can't bite my tongue... (laughter) but I
just feel like that.
Rae:
Dick?
Dick:
Yes?
Rae:
What did you do when you were still alive, when you got frustrated?
Dick:
(Sigh.) I did drink. I held a lot inside. I didn't verbally hit or yell or do any of that... I yelled
once in a while, sure, my family knows that. But when I was really angry with the
system, any kind of system I was working in, even when I was a kid, always I would
approach the nearest, the next step of... the next level up. If I was mad at school, I'd talk
to the teacher first of all. If they wouldn't do anything, that's the most I could do. I felt
totally frustrated when I couldn't do anything. That's kind of how I've done my whole life.
Excuse me. I went to... just like with this... the [space] program. There were so many
things that weren't going right. The quality, the people — they were being overworked.
There was too much overtime. The people were stressed out.
You could see that there were flaws. We were creating our own flaws. We were getting
stressed out. We had been postponed what — five times, and we were just... we were
stressed out. We shouldn't have even gone up. Really. All of us should not have even
gone up! But why we went up is another story. It has nothing to do with what went on in
NASA, it was something that we chose.
But I took my frustration out first the next of head, who, who... in the chain of command.
I went through the chain of command. I knew no one else was going to listen to me
beyond that. I had to go through my superiors. The only other way is I had to file
personal grievances and different things like that. And I did file a couple of grievances
but they were totally ignored.
They said, "You are not a scientist," as this gentleman said earlier, talking about some
astronauts, or engineers, right? Uh, very few of them are engineers. There are many
that are scientists. Many of them are like me. I'm a pilot, I know very little science. I
know more science now, studying after you guys, than I did before. There are more...
more knowledge in the math and physics area like El [Ellison].
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But uh, for me, as far as frustration went, I went through the chain of command. If it
didn't go anywhere, I was frustrated. I took it out on my wife, I yelled at her the most. But
I drank sometimes. I'm not... I wasn't an alcoholic. But I think I kept most of mine inside.
Repressed? Is that the word they use?
Rae:
Thank you for telling me.
Bill:
I have a question that could help us on the project here.
Dick:
Okay. I'll see if I can help you.
Bill:
The military shuttle mission that El [Ellison] was on. There's a picture here of five people
on it. Three of them saw Gus Grissom. Is there any way you could point, or help us find
out which of the five, of the remaining four, also saw Gus Grissom? (Unintelligible)... I
have the picture here.
Dick:
Saw him dead? Saw him...?
Bill:
Saw him as an apparition. I think you'll have to ask...
Dick:
Ellis did. Ron did. And Greg did.
Bill:
Let's see. I have last names. Ron, Peyton, Shriver, Mattingley and...
Dick:
I thought you meant the men on the shuttle.
Bill:
No, this is on the military shuttle mission... SPS51C.
Dick:
Oh, prior.
Bill:
Yes.
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Hans:
One year prior.
Dick:
One year prior. You know, I really don't know those. Nobody can... talk to me about
those. I can't tell you those. I know who saw them before, within my own shuttle. And
that unfortunately is not verifiable because they're all dead.
Bill:
You saw him within your shuttle? On this trip?
Dick:
Not on this trip.
Bill:
Not on this trip, on another trip?
Dick:
Uh huh. I didn't. Ellis, Ron, Greg. But you can't, unfortunately you can't verify it. Gus
knew he was going to die.
Bob:
Is Gus there now? With you guys?
Dick:
Not really. I have to say "not really" because he comes in and out. He's been working in
and out. He feels kind of frustrated with what we're doing. He doesn't feel we're really
going to be able to help. And maybe we're not going to be able to help. Um, he's dealing
with other things. He's long, shall we say, over? He's dealing with some things that he
had to deal with personally, part of his own growth.
It's very difficult to explain since you're not really aware or personally knew Gus. And
um, I really don't care to disclose this information about him. All I can say is he's not
working with us personally. He comes with us once in awhile, but that's not coming
through, not at this moment anyway.
Hans:
Is Ellison there with you at this moment?
Dick:
Uh huh.
Hans:
Could you ask him if he knows who the other two were in the picture?
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Dick:
The other two?
Bill:
The other two astronauts on the military shuttle mission, who saw Gus Grissom.
Hans:
Ellison knows.
Dick:
Ellison knows?
Bill:
Ellison said that he would tell us if we got the picture.
(Long silence.)
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Date recorded: Sunday, February 15, 1987 (on video tape)
Source: Challenger Astronauts
Channels: Jeanne Love, Regina Ochoa
Transcribed by: Bob Shacklett
Jeanne:
My name is Jeanne Love. I've been a practicing medium for the last 10 years, and on
occasion, as the need arises, I sit with a form of meditation to help people realize their
death. My husband and I did so on the evening of January 28, 1986.
We all know that the space program lost a very valuable shuttle when the Challenger
exploded. However, what we did not recognize was that disaster was the most
meaningful experience of the 20th century.
For those seven crew members came through, through me as a medium and through
other mediums across the United States, to propose a whole new way of thinking and
living — and that is that life continues on without a physical body.
For a year, we have been channeling their conversations, their philosophies, their
evidential information given to prove to all of us who are seeking to know and to
understand that life does continue. They have shared every moment of "up and down"
with us, and they have become our personal friends.
My friend to my left will introduce herself. She has come to join us today to help us do
something very unique and special. And that is what we call a simultaneous channeling
experience; in other words, she and I together will go into a trance experience and
channel each one of the seven astronauts as they share a dialog between the two
beings at the same time.
Regina:
Hi. My name is Regina Ochoa and I'm from the West Coast. I was instructed by the
Challenger crew to come and sit with Jeanne and members of her family to deliver
these messages. I'm not really sure what's going to happen, but I'd like to help out as
much as possible.
Jeanne:
We're doing this in Toledo, Ohio. And we're doing this with friends that we love to help
us focus. As you experience this channeling transmission this afternoon please join with
us and help with your focus. If it seems somewhat controversial (new growth always is),
please remember that this is done with love and with a God-centering. It's done to help
mankind.
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My husband Tom will be leading us in a very brief meditation in order to help us go into
a trance state. Both Regina and I physically move aside in consciousness so that these
spirit beings, if you will, can use the vehicle of our body for instrumentation. It's a willing,
cooperative effort done so out of love. Please join us, please listen, and please hear.
Thank you.
Tom:
As we begin our meditation take a few deep breaths to relax the body. As you breathe
visualize your body surrounded by the pure white light of spirit. Feel the healing
energies flow from the soles of your feet, through your body, and out through the top of
your head. Silently affirm, "The white light of God cleanses and purifies my body,
making it a perfect instrument for God's work."
We call upon the ministering angels of higher intelligence to help us build our protective
auras so very strong that only the vibrations of truth, light, love, beauty, wisdom, and
understanding be allowed to touch or influence us in any way. We invite our spirit friends
and teachers to draw near and commune with us. We put our trust in the love and
power of God.
Dick: (Regina):
Good day. I am Commander Dick Scobee, Francis Scobee. I'd like to thank you all for
listening, being patient with all of us during the past year. We have come here, not to
deliver facts of our mission so much, but to deliver truths and service to you, to help
gain knowledge and aptitude and wisdom, to continue your life here on this earth and
the hereafter. The entire crew is with us today.
You will notice different mannerisms and characteristics of the different crew members,
those of you who are familiar with them. For others, note that they are strictly
personalities that they have taken on while they are within body form so that they may
be recognized by – humans. (I have to chuckle a little — I don't feel quite human any
more!) I'm just coming in mostly to welcome you and relax in. And you'll be hearing a
few things that may upset you, may being tears, and may be quite funny, but believe
you me, they're all real! Thank you again for listening in. I will let the others continue on.
Christa: (Jeanne):
Hello, I'm Christa McAuliffe. And I'd like to say on record how happy I am to be here and
to sit with my Commander to my left. Dick and I have talked at length recently about
what we would say when the time came that we could have this experience. It's a
phenomenon to us and to everyone who's been witnessing it.
I've spent my life with Jeanne and her family for the last year, and without them I
wouldn't have my life now or my sanity. And just recently I had the experience of
channeling through Regina, as she helped me to recognize my death once again.
Dick:
I'd like you — I know you weren't quite ready, but you're going to do it anyway.
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Christa:
That's all right, Dick, you always do that to me.
Dick:
I'd like you to tell the public about yourself and your death. This may be a little hard for
others to imagine, but it is kind of important for all of us to hear.
Christa:
I'm so glad that Jeanne has brought with her some tissue, because I'm always the one
that seems to be the most emotional. But I was quoted as being the most spirited, and I
guess that's why I was chosen and why I was selected.
For a year I have fought with the memory of my physical death. I fought with it because I
was Catholic, and because Catholics want to experience their death in a way that's very
grand and royal and regal. And Catholics don't want to have the feeling that there's no
physical body to bury and to remember. Our destiny was not to be that way, for my body
was destroyed very, very early and did not nearly remain as the other crew members
had when the NASA officials were to find them on their searching teams as they went
into the ocean.
Recently I went through the experience with Jeanne and with Regina so that I could be
prepared for today. And maybe it's hard for you all to imagine what it could be like and
what it's like coming through a medium. Well, when the book comes out you'll have that
experience for yourself as well. We're not coming in today to…
Dick:
…bring phantasms.
Christa:
(laughs) We're coming in to explain what it's all about, because it's very real, it's
happening everywhere. I didn't know that. Oh, I had a ghost in my house, and my
grandmother would be around me, and I'd talk to Stephen about things from time to
time. But it was all very superficial.
I talked with my students about reincarnation, the possibility of having lived before, but I
really didn't know for myself how I truly felt. But after the experiences that I've had in the
last year, and I know that Dick would say the same thing, there's no doubt that life is a
continuous energy flow. None of us were prepared for our physical bodies dying. And no
matter how much we thought that God was going to take care of us, we found very
quickly that God lives inside of us and we have to take care of ourselves, with that
understanding of God.
I'm digressing a little bit. I can hear Dick going, "Come on, Christa, get on with it. Tell
about your death experience!" It's hard, but I'll do it. I'll do it because I don't want you
folks that are witnessing this to go through the same kind of trauma that we all went
through.
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Dick:
They won't!
Christa:
That's why we're here. (pause)
Commander Scobee and Pilot Michael Smith were upstairs. I was downstairs on the
Orbiter with Ellison Onizuka and Gregory Jarvis. Several times when I came through in
the first couple of weeks last year at the beginning of 1986, I couldn't remember exactly
what happened to me. And I tried to go over and over it again. But there was something
that was blocking it. I realize now that it was the attachment that I had to my physical
body being found. But I fell out of the Shuttle very early on.
Dick:
Fell out?
Christa:
I was thrown out.
Dick:
Thank you.
Christa:
It's hardly falling out when you're being smashed to smithereens! The explosion —
several explosions — ruptured the area where I was sitting so badly that I went out very
quickly and remembered my friends reaching for me. I went through some fire, and I still
kind of shudder at the feeling I had there.
My consciousness was very much with my physical body even though my physical body
was in the process of very quickly dying and no longer supporting a life system.
Obviously, I went into the water, and I stayed with it for a few moments.
Dick:
You stayed how long?
Christa:
For a few moments. You think I stayed more? (laughs) Don't push me. Don't push me
Dick!
Dick:
Yes, I know. (pause)
You see, folks, she needs to tell completely the truth. She just… left it, as a matter of
fact. She was with her body: now that may sound silly. Her body was dead. Her body
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was dead when it was thrown from the cabin because of the burns on it that she
received. The burns were third degree burns; it was her entire body. She was charred,
and her body went into shock and brain went dead.
But she did not remove herself from the body. She… you know how they always say
your soul stays? Catholic religion says a soul stays with your body for three days
afterwards. Well, she stayed a lot longer than three days because she didn't quite see
what she wanted to see. Which is all right — she kind of had to go through this, I guess.
Go ahead now, you ready?
Christa:
OK. Yes, Commander. Always at the controls. I finally have reconciled myself with the
physical body dying, and that I need not recognize that my body is me — my body is not
me, it's merely a vehicle, just as Jeanne is a vehicle for me today as I'm working
through her. This might sound very challenging, but isn't it fitting that we all rode on the
Challenger and that we're presenting this kind of a 'new age' understanding.
I was tormented. Even though I had all this help, I was tormented. Simply because I
could not let go of my old ways and my old ways of thinking. I feel very peaceful now
with myself, I really do. And if you read the transcripts from the first year you can see
how I haven't always felt that way. But Regina allowed me to come through her a couple
of nights ago and let me have the experience.
I want to say something to Dick. All the time that you were training me, and all the time
that you were so very patient with me, I was always intimidated that you felt I had
somehow turned your program into a show business personality kind of adventure. As
much reassurance as I got from all the seven or six people on the crew, being an
outsider was something I really had to work with.
But Commander Scobee was right on about his honesty in accepting me and bringing
me into the program, because he so believed in what NASA was trying to do that he
wanted me to feel comfortable so that he could see the program continuing. But, Dick,
how do you feel about the program now?
Dick:
The program right now is exactly where it's supposed to be, and it's on course. But it will
not take off in early '88 like they expected in March. They probably won't get up all three
ships but only one, and it'll be closer to September. It will be a success, and the
program will continue to be a success as long as they continue to work with (pause) (I'm
forgetting my words) with the bay…
Christa:
The engines and the…
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Dick:
No, the bay of the shuttle, without any type of nuclear weaponry. The man that they
have in charge right now of the entire shuttle mission is a very, very good man; and he
was chosen with the highest esteem, his intelligence, and his awareness.
He is extremely aware of the circumstances of why the Challenger blew up, and his job,
now today, is to see that doesn't occur again. The scientists, yes, were very right and
accurate about the O-rings being faulty, but there was a little bit more to it than just the
rings.
The weather definitely had to do with the final straw on the camel's back. But not only
was it the weather; it was the intense temperature changes back and forth from going
into the outer stratosphere and back down into the ice cold waters, and back and forth
with the temperature changes there right on Cape Canaveral.
Where the O-rings sealed, not only was there a fault within the seals themselves, but
also in the joint of the rocket ship’s seams. From the intense heat to the intense cold
and back and forth it created a molecular strain within the structure of the metallic frame
and it was causing a brittling effect within the actual seams where the joints and the
rivets and the different… the seams. But the worst stressed area was there right at the
O-ring level. So there were two major faults and the temperature were the main cause
throughout the missions, throughout the 25 missions.
Christa:
Dick, we rehearsed off camera to talk about our families a little bit; and I guess it's my
turn to ask you a little bit about how you've handled this last year, and then you're going
to interview me (this is fun!). But — (I've always wanted to be Jane Pauley, but I didn't
want to have twins!) I know what it's been like, but the people that are going to
experience this video haven't had that flavor. Could you kind of talk a little bit about what
it's been like for you to make the adjustments to watching your family go through its
mourning stages and things like that?
Dick:
The adjustments to watching my family go through the mourning stages have been
quite remarkable. For me adjusting to the state of being or non-being that I am has been
remarkable also. But as far as my family is concerned, I'm extremely proud of them in
the way they have handled themselves.
My wife is doing a tremendous job with her new program that she has seen and is
seeing to get off the ground in full force, wanting and creating still and encouraging
space travel. And I'm very proud of my family. I really don't want to go in too much to my
family, because I like to protect them. Still the fatherly image, although, I wasn't very
good at the time being. But as far as my own transition, it wasn't too hard — I went over
quite quickly. I was able to accept my state of being rather easily, not like some of the
crew members.
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Prior, Ms. Love had explained that we had been channeling through several mediums
across the United States and this is quite true. I so more than the others, because I
have had the fun and pleasure of realizing that I don't have to stick with one 'self'. No
longer having the physical body, I am much more overall, and I can be in as many
places as I would like to be at this point in time. For today only, though, I am here as
present as I possibly can be so that I can remove this one away from her body as much
as possible so that she doesn't remember very much — she didn't want to.
Christa:
What's it like channeling through Regina versus channeling through Jeanne?
Dick:
This one's pretty easy because I'm with her all the time, or part of me, I should say, is
with her all the time. I like being in her family and her children — I'm much more akin to
them. As opposed to Jeanne, she's a big woman, and I didn't care for big women, and
I'm prejudiced.
Christa:
(laughs) Oh golly gracious!
Dick:
Sorry.
Christa:
Don't apologize, you never had to... As for me, I'm real partial to big women, but not
because they're big women because it's Jeanne, because she and I have a real soul
connection.
Jeanne is a schoolteacher and so am I. And I kind of hornswoggled her around to doing
some things that maybe she wasn't so interested in doing, because she's been so busy
with all this kind of information. But the future totally relies on the presence of our
children. As Americans, we have a real obligation and a duty to teach the children well.
But we have to go beyond reading, writing and arithmetic. We have to go beyond all
those things we have been told are so important.
There's a new age coming through — I've realized that. I look to my own children and
what Stephen told my children about their Mom's death, and I was very frustrated at
times, because he did what he could as well as he could; but he hadn't experienced this
side, and I want so much for them to know what this side is like. This side is beautiful
and full of energy and full of love and full of reality. It's just as real as where you people
are, except that it's actually more intense and more vital because we don't have all the
blocks of the physical reality to get in our way.
We still have our consciousness – if the consciousness is not clear then our reality is
not clear. But that's the way it is on the earth plane too. There's been a lot of information
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written about me in little books and little blurbs and all these honors that I'm very
thankful for. But nothing would honor me more than to feel people around the world
waking up spiritually, not to religions and not to dogmas or creeds, but to their own inner
nature of God, realizing the power that lies within each one of us. I want to talk to
Michael Smith for a few moments before I leave. And so I'm going to be quiet while
Regina brings in his energy.
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Date: June 15, 1987
CHALLENGING THE CHANNEL
The Players: Francis R. (Dick) Scobee, spacecraft commander; Michael J. Smith,
pilot; Judith A. Resnik (J.R.), mission specialist; Ronald E. McNair, mission
specialist; Ellison S.Onizuka, mission specialist; Gregory B. Jarvis, payload
specialist; S. Christa Corrigan McAuliffe, Teacher in Space.
Location: The Goughs'
Source: Seth, Challenger Astronauts, Madam Blavatsky
Channels: Jeanne Love, Regina Ochoa
Respondents: Edie Fischer, Bob Shacklett, Bill Gough, Hans Beet,
Marshall Pease, Jon Klimo, Roy Kalmbacher, Tom Love
Seth:
I have a few things to say to you all before we hear from the guest speakers. (And while
I kick her in the rear end a few more times.) To all of you in the magnitude of the
evening, who feel a certain joy in the association of being here, well I hope that you feel
it for us as well. There are certain things that as a teacher you work your butt off for a
thousand millenia and only once in a while does it come out to be the way you picture it
to be. And, yes, my dear friends, even Seth has to take his chances with the
opportunities that prevail themselves in a world such as yours.
One such diagnosis for this world has been doom and gloom, and hellfire and
brimstone. And without going into the cosmic origins of that karma, let us say that we
are projecting a view and an image of growth and of illumination, of love, and of that
deep inner connection that John so aptly put as "bringing you home."
You may be home wherever you reside as long as you are in tune with that cosmic
energy that runs through every creature that has been created in the flow of God's
creation. As you sit and listen tonight, we will be working individually with each one of
you because you are spokespeople. You touch a community, each one of you, and even
this young woman who is going to be travelling across the country will find a new
destiny in her own life, and her influences will begin to change, and she will become in
touch with herself as she never could have imagined before.
Realize that the image of seven people is symbolic of the numerical growth pattern that
resides in this dimension in the origin of the universe. But realize that it is not limited to
seven individuals, nor is it limited to seven souls. Rather, see yourselves in the flow of
consciousness, much as a beautiful river flows through the Rocky Mountains.
And feel that as you flow within yourself, you have wonderful moments for touching the
sides of the shore of the bank, with all that lies underneath of that which resides on top.
It's a multidimensional experience, and one which we are encouraging you all to take
this evening because it is with your fervor for communication, and your demonstration
for life, that others will come in contact with themselves on this spiritual plane.
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You need not preach — you need simply to reach. And with that, I will move in
consciousness through the room so that others may have their turn.
Madam B:
Good evening. I know you were expecting the astronauts, but they're not going to be
here quite yet. They are here, but I am here with Seth tonight. I have not come through
since my days when I was living. My name is Madam Helena Blavatsky, from Russia,
and I am here because each and every one of you was with me in helping me create my
foundation, which was the Theosophist movement, and I just wanted to say thank you,
to each and every one of you.
Since my death, the movement has quite subsided in the wakes of popularity but is
again regaining awareness in a strength unseen before. It's an inner strength that I am
trying — was trying — so desperately hard to communicate to each and every one of
you when you were following our teachings with that of myself and Colonel Alcott. We
travelled many miles in India, throughout London and Europe — throughout the world —
spreading the word, and we had a great many followers — many followers, but few
believers. Because none of them could actually feel or touch where you are touching
right now.
You all wanted to, you all saw the manifestations happening before you, yet none of you
could perform anything, because you were looking outside. And you have begun to look
inside and you have brought all of this upon yourself. I have come here because Seth
has asked me to. We were great friends then, and that was his last incarnate. Right?
We had a funny name calling for each other. He used to call me Jack because I
resembled very much a man and I wanted it to be that way. It was easier to move
around. There are a lot of great stories about us — about me.
Seth:
I'll never tell!
Madam B:
No. I noted several of you know who I am, and the others kind of... time will tell. Mostly, I
just want to say thank you and that I'm very proud to be part of this one more time. And I
will be making myself known again, and I will be channeling through. I have already
chosen three other mediums to work with. One's a great writer.
I was a writer and I choose to come through that way, rather than channel through
speaking. So I will use my talents through literature. And again, I will create another
paper, and write many books. I had a lot of controversy, but they will be much more
willingly accepted, today, than it was when I tried so desperately hard. We are ready to
accept and to begin our new life. And I'm glad you're part of it. Goodnight.
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Seth:
Good evening. You liked that, didn't you boys? Now I'd like you to focus your
consciousness on Regina, once again, as she begins her episode this evening of
channeling.
I am going to have a few conversations with the "seven little Foys" because I have
some pertinent questions that I would like to ask. If you will, very nicely and gently,
surround her again in some loving energy and vibrations. Regina is yelling at me all the
way through the window, but I've got the (unintelligle). Help her to be relaxed and to be
comfortable.
Dick:
Commander Scobee here. Go ahead Seth.
Seth:
Good evening, Dickie. My I present to you my brightest student, Commander Francis
Richard Scobee. Well? You want me to do all the talking this evening?
Dick:
Yes. I'd like you to present the questions.
Seth:
Typical NASA-ite. He's promised me that he will not be so timid in conversation as he
was on the videotape. Certainly, perhaps he needs an incarnation of showmanship —
he's a bit nervous here — but we're working with him. He's a good fellow. Francis...
Dick:
Yes...
Seth:
...relax then please, because these are your best friends at this point in time. These
people have your highest interests in their hearts for you — not like the government. I
would like for you to comment on the recent appearance of one of your fellow
astronauts, Sally Ride, to this area, if you would, please.
As you already know, we have requested her presence in this area so that we may be
contacting her. Shall I say the Foundation may be contacting her? We have already
contacted her, which has brought her out here. She knows there is an ulterior reason for
herself being here, for she already feels it and she has tried quite fruitlessly, as she
might say, to have contacted anybody, but she is wrong, of course as you know, and
she is not unwilling to listen to what we — you — ourselves, have to say.
She is quite open to all of this information and is looking desperately for some answers,
because she knows — even though she was on the Commission — she knows the
logistics of the accident, but she knows that there is some deeper reality to all of it.
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Seth:
That’s why she quit.
Dick:
She still feels quite guilty that she wasn't a part of this, but in her sense she feels that
she should have perished in the same way. There's a little bit of the heroism that goes
along that she'd like to see for herself. Not in an arrogant manner, but only the manner
that all of us….
Seth:
You jocks are all alike — you're all alike, I tell you.
Dick:
...astronauts. All right.
Seth:
Do you want to have a question from me? You told me that you were going to get me.
Dick:
Not yet.
Seth:
(Chuckles) (Unintelligible). Let me add just a teeny bit more about Miss Ride. She's had,
on occasion, some premonitions, through her childhood — early years, but
(unintelligible) lost that (unintelligible). Now, somehow, she'd like to rekindle that
experience, but she's so frightened by all the crazy people that live in California that she
really doesn't know where she's been, actually across the nation, and so you see she's
kind of waiting, because she doesn't know what else to do, and she trusts science.
So that if it comes through her, in a scientific way, approached by scientists, there's a
beginning. But you must approach it in a delicate manner, because this is a delicate
subject. (unintelligible). Now I'll call you Richard this time. He has such a wonderful
name I approach him several different ways. I would like for you, Commander...
Dick:
Thank you.
Seth:
...you're welcome — to speak a bit about your son in terms of what kind of contact you
have made with him. (long pause) That's all right. You can handle the emotions,
Commander. You see, you don't have to build a NASA prototype anymore. Go ahead.
Dick:
I truly love my family, as you all well know. But my son was especially close. I was his
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hero and I tried many times to talk to him, contact him, and he sees me and feels me
and denies me, and I'm still hurting from that.
Seth:
But you had a similar experience with your son, as Michael-the-jock Smith had with his
daughter. It was an experience that was fairly soon after your physical body was no
longer available for you. And I know that you are a very private man, and I'm not asking
you to divulge your deepest secret, but it's very important for us, working through this
information, that you allow yourself to look upon the experience and report it to us, so
that we may have it, because, you see, there are other extenuating circumstances,
which you will find out later, (I'm speaking to the board members), because this
particular instance is recorded in the system, forgotten by him but remembered by him.
If you will, Commander.
Dick:
Are you speaking of the time that I went to my son after I died?
Seth:
Yes.
Dick:
Well, it was about three days after, and he was in his room, and we kind of spoke, we
spoke of baseball, and we shared some memories of the games, I had taken him to a
couple of them. We went to — I don't know — we talked mostly just as father and son,
not too much of the shuttle, that I remember right now, but...
Seth:
But in that experience — let me help you, Commander — was this a conscious
experience for your son?
Dick:
Yes.
Seth:
Or was it perhaps one in which he was out of his body…
Dick:
Well, it was at night.
Seth:
...and he was so visibly impressed by it that he woke up.
Dick:
I just know he's sitting there with me, we're on the bed, brand new bed, whether he's
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asleep or not, I don't know. All I know is I was talking to him — I can't tell you whether
he was asleep or not — I was having a hard time with my own body.
Seth:
Exactly. That is why I'm here to help you. I'm not here to disturb your vision of the
experience. But from my perspective in watching you, he had fallen asleep or what
seemed to be sleep for him for a few moments, and had this very vivid experience of
you. That was the only way that he would allow himself contact with you. And then he
abruptly woke up again, remembered it, and was so driven by the conversation and its
reality, that in time, he talked with his sister about it.
Dick:
He also spoke to his mother. She told him it was just a dream.
Seth:
Un-huh. That's very good.
Dick:
I wanted to tell her — I wanted to shake her, but I understand. That's about it.
Seth:
Would any of you like to pose a question to either the Commander or myself? If you do,
feel free to ask, at this point in time.
Bob:
Have you tried to have any other contact with June, more recently?
Dick:
No, I haven't... I haven't, not at all. She has really released me and let me go, and is so
involved with her work with the programs that she's putting through... She has thoughts
of me, and I can feel that, but I can't contact her or be with her. It hurts me to have her
push me away. Does that make sense to you?
Bob:
Yes. You did mention — oh back last fall — that you loved to watch her primping in the
mirror.
Dick:
I still watch, but I don't contact her. No, not at all. She really removed me...
Bob:
Do you feel that there's any possibility of making contact with your son and daughter in
terms of this experience that you have tried?
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Dick:
I would like to say yes, but I don't think so right now. I don't think their mother would
allow contact with anybody. I feel that their experience may not come out for another
fifteen years, unfortunately.
Seth:
He always (unintelligible). Sorry Commander.
Dick:
May I answer that one please?
Bob:
That's fine.
Seth:
He's real pissed. I'm sorry. For the Foundation's purposes, the family members will be
approached a little more easily and more quickly than Commander Scobee has
forecasted. It is very hard for these people to spend such time with the experience and
that emotions get in the way and they realize that perhaps it's not realistic, and etc., etc.,
etc. (unintelligible) the mind as being the same is very much alive and working.
The daughter was always a sore spot in the Commander's life. They loved each other.
They had this wonderful love/hate relationship... I'm sure you can all relate to that... and
there's a lot karmically to be worked through by the two of them, and the daughter's
karma will be in eventually being in the area where she'll get a whiff of this and will draw
and attract this to her. Because of Commander Scobee's position with his daughter, he
has pretty much left her alone.
However, Michael Smith — dear Michael — has said, “Well, I will go to her. I have such
wonderful times with the women”… and Michael has been working with Commander
Scobee's daughter because his emotions are different, and there's karma there. Are
there any other questions at this time?
Bill:
What other family members... are most likely to be receptive?
Seth:
Let me say that the first priority is to have a tremendous workable knowledge of the
material and from there, as you categorize what has come... and who has said what,
and I would suggest you cross validation in terms of material that is recurring in an
evidential nature, which is being said in several communications, and I think they will be
cooperative in feeding more information to you so that you may cross-examine, if you
will, this material. And then, we have several possibilities. We have several astronauts...
in this material. They seem to be at a primary focus at this time. Simply because notion
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of family is a different family. It's a working family, rather than a born flesh and blood
family.
But we also have (unintelligible) of information out in various areas of the country. We
have locations whereby there are people who walking daily past family members. And
the reason for this is to bring new energies to them so that and it's just a matter of which
one clicks first. And when it clicks then your networking will be given the right people at
the right time to make these connections. So my primary focus and recommendation for
you folks is to do this work as is mentioned. Not only that, but the network for the
advancement of spiritualization, the inner space program... which will originate in the
area, is in the process of putting together more communicative material which will start
to fan out and...
The reasons why I do not give you more a more detailed explanation of this is what you
must do tomorrow morning, is simply because I just love to see how well you intuit
things, because you are learning that as you speak to the astronauts, you must intuit
and you must feel your own divine guidance in this circumstance. As you are ready and
prepared, the next step will come to you, because your consciousness will in fact be
there.
Your biggest problem is your, now how should I say this tactfully? Hmm… your
intellectual desire to know what's going to happen is... and that is something you must
work through, and is a big challenge for many, many people, to be able to realize that
today, this moment, is the only time that you must be intuitive, judge your intuition here,
then bring it into the proper point in the next 24-hour cycle.
Dick:
May I mention two names that they can contact that are ready to listen: John Glenn and
Neil Armstrong. Sounds far-fetched, but they had too much happen on their flights to not
doubt. You see, I knew if I talked long enough he'd get it together. How 'ya doin'?
Seth:
OK. Good.
Seth:
You want to stay awhile or have you decided to move on over?
Dick:
Well, it depends on how long you want to talk.
Seth:
Typical. (Laughter) Get out! (Laughter) He knows me. Man, do you have anything else
to say?
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Dick:
No. Just... those two friends would do well reading some pieces of the manuscript. They
could identify us. I think they should be sent some.
Bill:
Did you know Sally Ride?
Dick:
Yes I did.
Bill:
How do you feel that she would...
Dick:
I feel she needs to speak with you personally and after she had a couple of lunches with
you and a couple of glasses of Corona, she'll loosen up to let you know how she's really
feeling, because she's held it all inside right now and hasn't quite been able to talk to
too many people, besides her therapist...
Seth:
Very true, very true.
Dick:
...which is her dog, but she likes beer. That used to be my favorite... one of mine.
Seth:
I'm so glad Jeanne doesn't drink beer. Oh, my God, I had so much of it with Jane. Well,
Commander, you've done a brilliant job...
Dick:
Thank you, again...
Seth:
I know you would like to talk longer, now that you're in, but we do have a few more
people to talk to. We'll be doing this again, alright?
Dick:
OK.
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